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A kicker seldom succeeds In a business
of his. own.
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AMERICARTROOPS
WILL KOT BE

used

commander for the capitulation of th
town within six hours. The consul as
sui'ed them that the command'jr of
the gunboat Annapolis was prepared
to land an armed force for the protection of the place and the rebels
disappeared.
'

Marines Reach San Juan
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Aug.
29. The cruiser
California
arrived
PRESIDENT
ORDER here today with a detachment of ma
RESCINDS
rines who are to be used for the pro
COMMANDING SOLDIERS TO GO
of American life and property
tection
TO NICARAGUA
in Nicaragua. Everything is quiet here,
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MR. TAFT

PRESIDENT
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HIS
SONS FOR REJECTING
LEGISLATION
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die of which a picture of President
Taft had been photographed.
Mrs.
Beers was well dressed. A roll of
$200 was found in her clothing.
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Relative Take Charge of Woman
O.,
Greenville,
Aug. 29. L. E.
Chenoweth,' an attorney here, went
to Columbus today to look after the
Interests of Mrs. Caroline Beers, who

was arrested In that city while wait
ing for Mr.' Taft with two knives in
her possession.
Chenoweth was sent by the woman's
relatives when news of her arrest was
received. John J. Jarvis, a
of Mrs. Beers, said Mrs. Beers aid
never shown any , tendency to violence, although her actions had been
She
somewhat perculiar at times.
did not follow politics and he did
not believe she was after the president because of his position or political connections. Mr. Jarvis Bald Mrs.
Beers left here yesterday to attend
the state fair at Columbus.

HUNG ABOUT COLUMBUS,
OHIO,
HOTEL CARRYING TWO
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IS SAID TO BE LITTLE
DANGER TO CITIZENS OF
THIS COUNTRY

THERE

OVER '3S0
a
BY
EFFIEE1S
PRESENT
AHESTEO
BORAH NOT "REGULAR."
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 29. Senator
William E. Borah of Idaho denied em ELKS LOOKED HANDSOME BUT EXECUTIVE SAYS COURAGEOUS WAS TAKEN INTO CUSTODY BE
pbatically today the statement that
THEIR LADIES WERE
OFFICIAL WILL USE THE
FORE THE EXECUTIVE
he would campaign in active support
VETO
SUPERB.
POWER
ARRIVED
of President Taft. He declared any
h
m,vki
.to
speeches
purposed
prob
ably wfi.'d not be acceptable 10 tile MANY
PEETTY
HIM AS HUSBAN
HfUST DICTATE CLAIMED
COSTUMES CC1CIE1E
republican national committee.
AFFAIR

29.

Adverse

Washington,
' criticism of the state deportment's
Central American policy during the
of
closing hours of the last session
an
that
intimations
with
senate
the
American army would be sent to Nicaragua soon after congress adjourned
are believed by some officials here to
be the reasons which actuated President Taft in revoking the order send
ing the Tenth infantry from the canal
All authorities of
zone to Nicaragua.
international law In the state, war and
navy departments are practically
difagreed that there is no technical
sol
clad
khaki
the
ference between
diers and the marines or bluejackets
when employed as a landing force in
a foreign country. But there is a pub
lic sentiment which invariably associates the landing of soldiers with actual warfare and a permanency of
purpose. On the other hand, marines
and bluejackets are so frequently called upon for the most temporary and
exigent service as to excite little com-- '
ment.

From a military point of view, it is
said at the state department, the
only effect of the president's action
of last night will be to slightly retard
the assembly of a sufficient American
force in Nicaragua to insure the mainbetween
tenance of communication
the American legation in Managua
and the warships at Corinto, 72 miles
away.

j

It Is not believed that American
lives will be in great danger for the
next two or three days .especially as
knowledge of the purpose of the United States to U8W any necessary
amount of force to accomplish the purposes announced by Minister Weitzel
Is fully known to the rebel leaders.
The navy's reinforcements are beginning to report their arrival in Nicaragua. The gunboat Denver arrived
at Corinto on Tuesday, but the dispatch announcing that fact .to the
navy department did not reach here
until early today. Besides reporting
the arrival of the gunboat the dispatch
said the cruiser California was yesterday to land about 400 marines and
bluejackets at Corinto and steam foi
Panama to embark the 750 whom the
Paririe is now speeding to Colon for
transportation across the Isthmus.
Anxiety Is- - expressed for Managua
In view of a dispatch dated Monday,
which was received at the state department early today from American
Minister Weitzel. The dispatch merely stated that the government had
been informed that another attack upon the capital would he made by the
rebels. Nothing of later date had
been received at noon today. Upou
his arrival at Corinto, Commander
Washington, who now Is the senior
naval officer in Nicaraguan waters,
called into conference a committee
representing the rebels. The revolutionary forces acquiesced in the demand for the immediate repair of the
railway between Corinto and Managua and the opening of telegraphic
communication.

t

dispatch received here today said
wires between Corinto and Managua
would be operating within 48 hours,
but that it would require 18 days for
the repair of the railroad. Much suffering, by reason of the great scarcity
of food, was reported by Commander
Washington.
The consul at Corinto says a commission of rebels appeared at Corinto
August 12 tinder a flag of truce. Francisco Baca, who headed the party, presented an ultimatum to the fedcrpl
A
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LAWS THAT WOULD BE HARMFUL
MUST BE. RETURNED TO

ONE OF THE WEAPONS SHE CAR
RIED BORE PICTUREOF THE

CONGRES8

PRESIDENT

London, Aug. 29. The body of the
late General William Booth was laid
today beside that of Catherine Booth,
his wife, in Abney Park cemetery.
Representatives of reigning houses
and of presidents of republics, includ.
ing the United States, Joined- round
the grave with many thousands from
the masses whom the founder of the
Salvation Army has tried to uplift.
The coffin was borne from the great
doorway of the Salvation Army head
quarters to the hearse which was
decorated only with dry palms,
placed over the "blood and fire" banner draping the casket. The celebrated battle flag which the general had
planted on Calvary was placed at tne
head of the coffin and as this was
done the flags of the foreign deputations and of the English provisional
corps dipped in salute.
Immediately after the hearse a selected bodyguard of stsff officers of
the Salvation Army swung into line,
preceding the mourners of the family,
who were led by General and Mrs.
Bramwell Booth. The whole procession was more than a mile long.
Most fittingly the procession passed
through a portion of that section of
the city where the work of the Salvation Army Is best known and there
in front of the house stood many poor
women and children who bad at some
time or other received benefit from
the Army.
As General Booth had been an honorary freeman of the city of London,
the lord mayor appeared on the ba!
cony of the Mansion House and saluted the coffin. The service was a sin
pie one, consisting for. the most part
of singing of Salvation Army hymns.
--

-

Columbus, O., Aug. 29. President
Taft publicly explained today. his exercise of the veto power. In his
speech to a great crowd of farmers
on the jsitate fair igrotunds, he de
gas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Elks. Nev- clared that a president who did not use
er before in the annals of the EIks' the veto power when he thought it
lodge, and, doubtless, m the history should be used proved himself a cow'
of the Meadow City, has so enjoy- ard.
able an affair been held and long
"Some of my friends say," said the
wilt the memory of it remain in the president, "that if a king had used
minds of those who were present.
the veto power as I have hia head
About 100 members of the Las Ve would drop in the basket But I am
gas lodge of Elks were in attendance not a king and that Is very different.
and it is probable that the total num The president has the power and It is
ber of guests at the grand ball ex his duty if he does not approve legisceeded 300, as nearly every Elk lation to veto it. He must use the
veto when' hls conscience tells him,
brought two or more ladies.
The new home was prettily deco whether his head drops in the basrated for the occasion and with the ket or hot. ' If presidents are men
many beautifully gownea women, the and most of them are they will exerscene was a brilliant one. Purple and cise the veto when they think they
white sweet peas were used profuse- ought,
"Look over the vetoes of other
ly in decorating. The long table in
.
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that the government ot the counhad
been in control of
try
trustees" in the republican
Milwaukee, Wis, Augg. 29. Judges
were declared to be "scandalously un- party and that. It was time for tne
derpaid" and the delays in. settling people to obtain control of their own
law suits in this country were attrib- government.
Governor Wilson, In a speech at a
uted to cumbersome methods of procedure rather than to judges by var- farmers', rally here today talked of
ious speakers before the ' American the farmers', share of prosperity with
'
'
,
Bar association today.
existing tariff laws. He said in )art:
"Most of the criticism which has
"It is strange that we should have
started the movement for the recal" put off so long looking into our govof judges results from dissatisfaction ernment to see whether it is in lact
in the slow ways in which cases get run according to the rules we originthrough the courts," said Charles ally laid down for it, but it is certain
Blood Smith of Kansas. "This tardi- that we are now looking into it very
ness is due to modes of procedure and sharply indeed and witaout the least
not to the judges.
danger that we shall be deceived
"We should keep our judges from again as to its character. Our idea
of it has been from the first that it.
temptation," asserted. Henry D.
of New York. "An occasional was a genuine partnership and that
judge is found wanting because all all were upon one footing and were
judges are human, l am inclined co to share alike.
"But a very interesting thing has
think that judges should have been
permitted no patronage whatever, come to light. That Is not, in fact,
whereas we are forever thrusting the way the government has been adupon them powers of appointment be- ministered in our time. It has been
cause we want the assurance of their in the hands of
trusgreat abilities and undoubted probity. tees and the partnevs have seldom
There should be no requisites to the
been allowed a real governing voice
judicial office, but in lieu thereof we
should pay our judges salaries wortny In its administration. We had suptheir position." .
posed that we were conducting the

gations or trials in court which the
trustees complained sadly Interfered
with the regular course of business.
"Mr. Roosevelt has proclaimed himself a convert to the protective policy
I say a convert because he at one
time very frankly avoir 1 a different
opinion and hae said that while he
admitted that, no "doubt, some duties
were too high and ought to be lower, on the whole the policy pursued
by republican administrations had
been the right one; and he thought
the 'prize money', which bad been received under that system by the manufacturers of the country was legitimate booty.
"The anology is a very interesting
Prize money is generally acone.
quired by capture and not by any process of earning, but Mr. Roosevelt Is
always frank and says that his only
objection to the system Is that too
much of the prize money remains in
the hands of the officers and too little of it is distributed to the crew
His own object, he avows, will be to
see to it that more of the prize money gets into the pay envelopes of
those whom the freebooters employ.
The interesting point T wish to raine
now is who supplies the plunder, from
whom is the prize money taken?'
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Salt Lake City, Aug. 29. An attempt to pass a resolution looking to
FOUR MEN ARE NAMED AS DE the exclusion of American railroad
companies from the coastwise shipFENDANTS BY BOSTON
' GRAND JURY.
ping traffic was defeated In the
Commecial congress by
Boston, Aug. 29. Two secret in a very close vote today. There waa
dictments were returned today by tne a sharp debate on the resolution,
by Judge Helm of Kansas.
Suffolk county grand jury la connecwhich
tion with the alleged conspiracy to The argument in opposition
enwas
the
that
most
carried
weight
distribute dynamite in Lawrence durof such a law would glv
actment
win
textile
strike
last
there
the
ing
ter. One Indictment contained the the Canadian railways, which own
name of one man, and the other shipping lines, an unfair advantage)
railroads. M. ii.
over American
named three men.
Dennis J. Collins, a Cambridge dog Richards of Washington was the. cniet
resolution-Two
fancier, was arrested after testifying speaker against the
before the grand jury for about ten other rate resolutions by Judge Heii?
minutes' today. Tie single Indictment were adopted.
Among the new resolutions presentwas returned against Collins, who
was charged, with, unlawfully trans- ed and referred this morning waa one
of
porting dynamite on January 20. He recommending that the president
was arrested on a bench warrant and the United States designate a "See
First" holiday. Another
was held in $1,500 bond for trial. Col- America
lins is a friend of John J. Breen, ft urged the government to Improve the
Lawrence wctertakev who wps fin nd newer national parks with, buildings
An$500 last spring for disposing of dyna and accommodations for tourists.
other asked the various states to promite to certain persons.
vide for the supervision of Btock offered to the public for Bale. . A law
WANAMAKER IS ILL.
the right ol appeal from
guaranteeing
Philadelphia, Aug. 29 John Wana- decisions of the
secretary of. the Inmaker, merchant and former postmasof agriculterior
the
and
secretary
ter general, Is reported seriously 111
to the United States district
ture
at his son's home in Atlantic City. At
courts of the states affected by ihe
Mr. Wanamaker's store it was said
decisions was called forth by anoththat he had Deen ill with a cola iot er resolution. '
two weeks and confined to his room,
Prefacing his remarks with the ex
but was better. Positive denial was
made of a story that he had under- planation that he did not believe the
gone an operation for bladder trou railroads, as a whole, were collecting
more for the transportation of freight
.
ble.
From another sourco it was learned than they were entitled to, Judge A.
that Mr. Wanamaker is suffering E. Helm of Wichita, Kansas, told the
Commercial
from a nervous breakdown and two
today that In his opinion the
weeks ago was seriously ill. Since
then hisi condition has improved and people of the southwest were requlr--'
he was said to be "doing nicely" to ed to ,pay too much; that they were
robbed of the, natural advantages that
day.
should go to them by reason of their
proximity to the deep water ports of
the Gulf of Mexico and were deprived!
FIGHTERS'
of the use of the Galveston gateway.
In' Texas," he Bald," the railway.
commission enforces reasonable rates
NARROW ESCAPE to and from that port, but when you
pass the Texas border It would be Just
as well for you if the port of GalvesBY ton were blotted out, for It Is abso
ALMOST FAMISHED
WERE
BEING ISOLATED IN LARGE
lutely of no benefit
FOREST.
,
He quoted the rates from Galveston
to Oklahoma and those from New York
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 29. Thir- to Oklahoma by rail to show that the
teen Mexican fire fighters were res- former rate was prohibitive of comcued early today from Devil's Can- petition with the latter.
yon where they had been hemmed in
This," he said, "is ..because the ..'
since .Monday morning 'without food railroad
companies own the steam- - r
and, water, by the flames that are ship
In coastwise trafd
sweeping through the brush on tie fic between New York and Galveston
San Gabriel range.. All were taken and it Is to their interest to maintain
to Azusa by the rangers and it was as
high a level of rates as possible.
said that with good care they had a
What the steamships lose In business
recovery.
of
chance
fair
is more than made good by the rates
The men were Impressed into the
they are able to charge on the long
ano
last
line
Sunday
fire fighting
New York by rail."
sent into Devil's Canyon. Nothing haul from
To remedy the condition Judge Helm,
more was heard froa. them until early
had offered a resolution recommend-- t
today when two men reported that
w"ere dead. lng an amendment to the Interstate-commercothers
sure
the
were
they
law which would make It
By means of' a rope hung over a precentir-e- d unlawful for any railroad company to
a
volunteer
300
feet
high,
ipice
canyon and found own, operate, lease control or have
the
any Interest in any water carrier enthe men In a pitiful conditian.
and delirious gaged In coastwise traffic. Two supAll were famished
from heat and the lack of water. plementary resolutions, one to exTheir clothing had been singed and In tend the jurisdiction over the rates
most cases was nearly torn from and practices of the water carriers,
their bodies by contact with scrub and, another to let the commercecom- One by one the unfortunates mission fix minimum as well as max- oak.
were tied to the end of the rope and imum railroad ratea, accompanied the
hauled up to the top. Several times first proposal.
Minimum rates were- - made neces- it was necessary to resort to forse
in order to get the crazed men fastened so they could be pulled out.
(Continued from Page Four),
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IAVE BEEN DOMINATING POLICIES OF COUNTRY

'

AMERICAN
DISSOCIATION
BAR
SAYS SALARIES ARE
TOO LOW.

,

ACTING AS TRUSTEES OF REPUBLICAN ADMINISTRATIONS

national business along tne lines laid
down by Jefferson, but we find that
as a matter of fact we have been conducting it along the linei, laid down
Hamilton believed that
by. Hamilton.
the common run of men had little
qualification for such business-- that
government could be really comprehended and wisely directed only by
those who led in commercial and industrial enterprises and owned the
chief bodies of property in the country. And In our time the leaders of
the republican party have, consciously
or unconsciously, adopted his notion.
"These men financed party campaigns and were always on the inside
when party policy was to be determined. They were the trustees. What
went on in the trustee meetings we
were very seldom 'allowed to learn
learned indeed only by impertinent inquiry, only by congressional Investi-

OT WELL PAID

rushed out of the hotel just as the
presidential party arrived.
She was found in one of the upper
floors waiting near the elevator on
which it was expected the president
One of
would go to his apartments.
the knives found in her clothing was
on. tha.lian
a lopg !;eon blPdert'-Rffs'r-

WILSON MAKES DECLARATION THAT INTERESTS

William's Grove, Pa., Aug. 29. Colonel Roosevelt's analogy that the benefits of, the protective tariff system
constituted "prize money" of which
too much was kept by the officers
and too little distributed to the crew,
was criticized by Governor Wilson
here today. He wanted to know in
his speech before the state granger's
picnic just where the "prize money"
He said the "plunder'
came from.
came from the farmers, who were
taxed too highly oy the tariff on agThe governor
ricultural implements.
confined himself to the tariff and how
u affected the farmers and drew attention to President i aft's veto of the
farmers' free list bill.
"I dare say he was right from his
point of view," said Governor Wilson,
of President Taft in this connection,
"for he represented the trustees and
The governor
not the people."

THIGHS JUDGES

Columbus,, O., Aug. 29. Caroline
Beers, aged 40, who said she was
from Greenville, Ohio, was arrested
by Pittsburgh detectives at the South
ern hotel while waiting for President
Taft with two long knives found con
cealed in her clothing. The woman
said she was the wife of the presi
dent. Mrs. Beers said she was going
to punish the president. She had
been noticed yesterday afternoon waiting around the hotel and told employes that she was waiting for the presi
dent.
"I have the sacred knife for Presi
dent Taft," she told a detective when
arrested. The woman did not get
near (the president, hut was found and

LOT

BECAUSE OF HIGH FREIGHT TAR.
IFFS EASTERN STATES ARE

WANTS RAILROADS

DF BOOTH

Beautiful society events have been
many in the hiBtory of Las Vegas, but
GREAT RESPECT IS PAID DEAD affairs of the
past were totally
FOUNDER OF SALVATION
eclipsed by the grand uail held last
ARMY.
evening at the new home of Las Ve

NATUHAL AEVANTAOES

;

"The present democratic congress
idea of governhas the
ment. It supposed that its benefits
and protections were to be distribute
and equally shared. It introduced and
passed a bill which became known
as the farmers' free list bill. That
bill put many indispensable things
on the free list. Most prominent
among them were agricultural implements, because the Xmerican farmer
pays more for his agricultural Implements than any other farmer In
the world. The American manufacturers who make agricultural implements sell them much cheaper on the
other side of the water. On the other
side they undersell the manufacturers
of agricultural implements and prove
by their eagerness for the foreign
business and their rapid expansion of
it that they can afford to do so even
with the additional cost of the ocean
freights. But such changes did not
comport with the ideas and plans of
th.e trustees and the president vetoed
the free list.. I dare say he was
right from his point bf view, for he
represented the trustees and hot the
people.

,

-

..

"The trustees represent also the big
bankers in whose hands our banking
system lies to be manipulated, and no
republican administration, no republican congress, has attempted to serve
the farmer as he ought to be served
In the matter of credits. It is practically impossible for the farmer, to
borrow money on the kind of securiat the
ties ordinarily demanded
banks. It does not serve his purpose
to borrow It for the short periods
Insisted upon by most bankers. He
tneeds rather long credits and he
needs the money on his own kind of
security. He can't be mortgaging his
farm every time he needs a little
money. The present democratic congress has done nothing better than to
provide for a careful investigation of
this subject with a view to early action so that the law may be fitted to
the creation of these new instruments
of business which the farmer so much
needs and ought to have."
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TWO

SCOTTISH RITE
TO MEET IN
NOVEMBER

distinguished visitors from other con
sistories, including Mexico.

FEW

A NARROW ESCAPE
Aug. 29. Anthony
Philadelphia,
Lama, 25 years old, a lineman, was revived today after his heart action had
completely stopped, according to the
statement of Dr. R. Francis Taylor,
police surgeon of the Nineteenth dis

trict
Lama was trimming
city lamp,
AT FA4.L SESSION PORTIONS OF
when he touched a live wire and was
THE NEW CATHEDRAL WILL
BE DEDICATED. ...
hurled unconscious to the ground 20
feet below. Dr. Taylor happened to
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 29. Tie ex be near and used what is known to
ecutive committee of the Scottish the profession as Sylvester's method
Rita consistory of the valley of Santa of artificial respiration. Despite the
Pe, has Just decided on November 18, fact that there was absolutely no pul

,

19 and 20, as the dates for the next
reunion. At that time also the south
and east facades of the quarter million dollar Scottish Bite cathedral
will he dedicated. The occasion prom
ises to be one of the biggest In the
history of the locaj lodge, for at that
time, according to present prospects,
the largest class yet initiated will be
present on which the degrees from
will
the fourth to the
be conferred, but better still this
class will be the tirst to use the new
cathedral which, when completed,
will outshine the cathedrals of the or
der at Denver, El Paao and Dallas
and will only be excelled by the JjOS
Angeles edifice.
This cathedral In itselt will he one
of the things New Mexico can boast
of in the future, and inasmuch as the
details concerning it have only been
briefly printed, some of, the facts con- cerning it may be of interest.
The south facade has been practi
cally completed. At least it is now
under roof. It Is four stories in
height, counting a roof garden. Its dimensions are 68x150 feet and will
form the south side of a quadrangle
which, when completed, will constitute a replica 'of the famous court f
lions of the Alhamora, of Granada. In
the east or tower end of the south
Bide of the ground floor will be the
lobby and class rooms,, while on uie
second floor will be the office of the
deputy of the supreme council and
the secretary. The third floor will
contain the social rooms and on the
fourth will be a roof garden. The west
half of the south side will contain the
auditorium, eeatingJZfcO, and the lodge
room, and in the extreme west end
will be the stage, which will be the
largest Scottish Kite stage in America
end this means the largest in tne
d

thirty-secon-

'

sation for at least three minutes, he
succeeded in restoring the man after
working over him for more than an
'

hour.

Surgeons say many deaths from
electrocution might be avoided If artificial respiration were resorted to
BUILDING SITE PICKED.

San Diego, Cal., Aug. 29. K. E.
Twltchell an Colonel Jastro of New
Mexico, today selected a site for the
New Mexico building at the
They picked
exposition.
the most prominent location on the
grounds, directly in front of the main
building of the exposition and adjoining the site selected by Arizona. As
the New Mexico flag was planted on
the site selected, three cheers went
up for New Mexico.
The building will of the Pecos Mission style and the exposition commission will offer every facility to make
the New Mexico exhibit a success.
New Mexico will have much publicity
not only after the exposition opens,
but 'during the three years of preparation.
After they fulfilled their mission,
President D. C. Collier and the members of the board of directors entertained Mr. Twltchell and Mr. Jastro
at the Cuyamaca club.
Panama-Californi-

(

i

'

'

Orichton.

The Santa Fe consistory began op
erations on April 25, 1909, and now
numbers a total of 468 members lo- cated in all parts of New Mexico.
Sinoe its organization, the memb
has Increased at the rate of
about one hundred a year. Judge K.
II. Hanna Is deputy of the supreme
council.

'

The program for the reunion and
dedication to occur in November has
not as yet been completed, but It is
certain that members o the supreme
council will be here, together with

EVER
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MAN WITH A
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NEW
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YORK'S UNSOLVED
CIDE MYSTERIES ARE
LEGION

HOMI-

New York, Aug. 29. The sarcastic
remark of a lawyer that all the evidence the police have obtained in the
case' of the Rosenthal murder seems
to have come to headquarters in a
taxleab and surrendered Itself calls
attention to the; way in which other
murder cases have been handled by
the department In times past
Long before the Knickerbocker hotel was Ibuitt, on the south side of
d
street from Sixth avenue to Broadway, stood a row of handsome mansions, remaining as traces of
former elegance.
In one of these lived an elderly,
childless couple whoso relations were
a subject of peculation afterward.
The husband. Doctor Hull, was a phy
sician of standing and of unblemished
reputation. The wife, equally irreproachable In character, was somewhat "strong-minded,-"
as tho term
then was, and they occupied different
portions of the house, though they
were on perfectly amicable term3, so
far as was 'ever known.
One morning Mrs. Hull was found
dead in bed. She had been strangled
or smothered with, a pillow and a
qauntlty of her valuables1 were miss
ing. Suspicion fell on Doctor Hull
and he was subjected to the close
questioning In which the police are so
expert. He gave his testimony readily
and clearly without establishing a
single point of 'evidence against him
self, but, unfortunately for him, with
out dispelling the suspicion that he
:

ANIMAL

TO BE
REFUSES
TURED NEAR SAN
RAFAEL.

Circumstantial evidence pointing to
his guilt was put together, piece by
piece, till It seemed certain, from the
police point of view, that he would be
convicted, and he was about to 'je put
on trial.
Then a reporter found a negro in
Boston pawnlne a niece of Mr TiniVc
jewelry, and being confronted with a
mass of evidence which the nolice
overlooked confessed the crlm.
Some 30 years ago a girl named
Sara Alexander was murdered in an
open field not far from Astoria. L. I..
The knife, with which. she was. killed
and an overcoat belonging to Pesach
Rubinstein were found nja? the ferry.
ttUDinstew nad been
His
shoes fitted in footprints that were
'

II

T

CAP-- ,

San Rafael, N. M., Aug. 29. Big
Teddy Roosevelt, known far and wide
as the first chimpanzee to enter the
ranks of the progressives, entrenched
in a cave in the cliffs of CMco can
yon some twenty miles from here, has
defied all the efforts of a posse of
deputy sheriffs and cowboys to cap
ture him and the mounted police have
been notified. One of Teddy's
is skill In the use of the

DREADNOUGHT T
ElO-fflCI- l

was lying.

--

1

ME

Forty-secon-

immediately.

world.

The east facade, for which the contract has just been Jet and which the
contractor promises to have complet- SAjhy November 1, which will be
eighteen days before the reunion, will
contain a magnificent banquet hall,
the kitchen, serving rooms and pantry, and the ladles' retiring rooms.
This will be only one story in height,
except the tower which will be 59
feet high and will probably contain
a billiard room.
In the north facade will be the
recreation and amusement rooms,
with billiard and pool tables, and athletic equipment. In the west facade
will be the library which, according to
present plans, will be one of the finest of Its kind.
The whole building is to be of reinforced concrete construction with
royal Spanish tile roofing. The Moorish style of architecture is being used
only throughout because of the desire
on the part of the board of directors
to carry out In detail the ideaB of the
Alhambra.
The two facades which will be
completed when the reunion takes
place will represent an expenditure
of approximately $130,000 or slightly
over half of the total Cost. Of this
sum about $100,000 will be represented by the actual building and about
$30,000 by the furnishings. It is now
planned to furnish the building in the
most elaborate style. A concealed pipe
organ In the auditorium, which is to
be finer than anything in New Mexico,
and probably in the whole southwest,
will cost several thousand dollars,
while in the neighborhood of $15,000
will be spent on some sevently drop
curtains and a very extensive system
of lighting for the stage.
Before undertaking this big building operation, the lodge was incorporated. A board of five directors was
chosen who have charge of all the
details connected with the construc
tion of the structure. This hoard
consists of Justice R. H. Hanna, of
the supreme court, president; A. R,
McCord, secretary; John W. Mayes,
treasurer; John H. Walker and R. J.

MiDERERS

hoc-love-

found.

He was put on trial and more 'han
a dozen reputable merchants swore
positively to a perfect alibi. "J Ley
were all Hebrews, as he was. The
Jury, convicted him and he was sen
fenced to be hanged. He starved him
self to death before the day fixed for
gloves and it is understood Captain the execution.
Fornoff has left Santa Fe post haste
Later on a creature of the under
to assist in the capture of Teddy,
world, who played the piano for a Hv
dead or alive.'
with ing boasted to one of his intimates
The ape procured a
a large supply of ammunition and that he had killed the girl, uslnsr Rt
blnstein'a knife and wearing his shoes
is such a deadly marksman that after and
coat. His account of the way he
wounded
the
men
were
four
seriously
got
possession of those articles was
posse drew off and camped In an adnot even an improbable story, whether
war.
of
a
council
tor
Joining canyon
was true or not
The chimpanzee, it ia said has cached a it
The
Nathan murder, which shocked
in
the
some
canteen and
provisions
cave and is prepared to stand a long the community nearly forty years ago,
was one of the many that have al
Biege.
Roosevelt escaped from J. Sam ways been classed as mysteries on
Houston's traveling show following a the police records, thou eh to tha W
mind it never seemed as if any very
performance at San Fafael when
. serious
hold
to
mystery atttached to the case.
up
some bandits attempted
,
A
- prominent
the outfit as it started in a couple oi Nntlinn an cuciij man,
In
business
to
and
social
to
Grants
circles and liv
wagons on its way .back
take a train there. Earl Frank and ing in one of the most prominent hous
Cecil Phillips were with J. Sam with es of the city at the time, on the cora driver named Nepomuceno Sandoval ner of Fifth avenue and Twentv third
who drew a gun and fired when the street, was shot to death In his own
hold-up- s
There was no
grabbed the horses' bridles. study at midnight.
The bullet from Sandoval's gun hit evidence of any outsider being in the
one of the highwaymen in the mouth, house at the time, and the regular in
scattering a shower of teeth, one of mates were all known to the police.
which flew Into the portable monkey Tet nothing ever came of the "inves
house and took a substantial bite out tigation" which the police made as
of the lfeg of the ape. Frenzied, the matter of form.
The Gutermuth murder was another
latter broke out of the cage and dart
ing to the fallen bandit grabbed his Instance in which the amateur detec
gun and ammunition, and seizing a fives who studied the cagj saw no
box of cartridges out of a wagon beat great difficulty in the way of finding
it for the tan- timber, chattering out the truth. But, as it became eviviciously and drawing a bead on J. dent that the disclosures that would
Sam when"; the latter attempted to be made were likely to prove embar
give chase. Sandoval also fled after rassing to certain people of impor
the shooting and the showmen were tance in the political world, the In
placed under arrest, pending a hear vestigation was
discontinued.
The
ing before Judge Simon Bibo at various individuals who were Respect
Grants. J, Sam says he is willing to ed,
including three who were arrest
go to jail if he can only get Big ed, went scot free and the case was
Teddy back alive. Itis said he has dropped.
rejected an offer by the progressives
It would be easy to multiply instan
to furnish him a full
grown bull ces, but
surely these are enough to
moose In place of the monkey.
point the sarcasm in the lawyer's remark. V'
The above story "Is from, an Albuquerque paper. It's a good boost for
T was fiired of diarrhoea hv nrn
J. Sam.
dose of Chamberlain's Colic. f!hilei-- s
iTifl Diarrhoea Remedy." writes M.'V!
iPhhftrdt. Oriole. Pa. There is nothOld papers tor saw. Optic orrioe
ing better. For sale by all dealers.
accom-plishmen-

,
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BATTLE
NEWLY
AUTHORIZED
SHIP TO BE HEAVILY
ARMED '
New York, Aug. 29. The news de
spatch from Washington which told
of house and senate in a bill provid
ing for one battleship this year added
that there bad been no stipulation as
to size, the one restriction being that
the vessel must not cost more than
.'

$15,000,000.

That will be welcome news tq the
service. . Hitherto the naval experts
of the house and senate, had always
carefully provided that new ships
must not cost more than a certain
stipulated amount and must not ex
ceed a certain displacement In that
last stipulation lay the crux of much
that the service complained of. With
this restriction as to size, the trou
ble had always been to Incorporate
all of the features which the navy
experts regarded as essential in or
der to have the vessel superior to any
contemporaneous construction by for

which the .battleship Connecticut and
the dreadnought Utah were launched
from the New York navy yard another and still greater mass of steel Is
to glide on October 31. This bulk is
now officially known only as
battleship
No. 34. But as the mass starts on Its
way Into the Wallabout) some young
woman, not yet designated, will smash
a bottle of champagne over the reced
ing bow and exclaim, "I christen thee
New York!"- -

Sampson's famous flagship, which
bore the name of the Empire State
during the war with Spain, is now the
her name having been
Saratoga,
changed in order that this greater
New York might bear the name of
the greatest 'Btate. And if American
navy progress develops in the next
m years at the same rate that It did
in the last two decades this newer
New York may also have her name
painted out and a new one substituted",
m order that the name may descend
'
to some greater craft

ATTRACTIVE
ADVANCE SHOWING
of the aewest style novelties in Women's

SUITS and DRESSES
PETTICOATS, SILKS and
T1ILLINERY
New goods ars arriving daily and our stocks will soon be
replete with a large and well selected variety of the best and

most desirable merchandise. Each day adds something new and
attractive to the line.

The flagship Connecticut, which was
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
the first vessel to be launched from
to visit our store and see the many new and elegant styles now
the ways where "No. 34" now rfit
was officially of 16,000 tons. The
on display. It will be our pleasure to show them and yours to
dreadnought Utah, which was the next
see them.
battleship to go overboard from thesa
ways, has a displacement of 21.W6
tons, Just 5,875 more than her predec
essor.
The New York will have a
Las Veas'LcadinStoro
displacement of 27,000, or 6,875 more
than the Utah. The differs
1
tonnage between the Connecticut,
eign powers.
iaunc,ned in 1904, and the New York,
The congress now seems to have to be launched 11 years later. U 19. '.
South SidaPkja
Established 1862
taken a leaf from the methofls of 000.
This ia greater than the combined
Great Britain in this matter of building ships. When the mistress of the tonnage of the Chicago, Boston, Atlanseas finds it necessary to increase ta and the Dolphin, the first vessels
the name of Farragut, and so It goes crete concrete abutments and steel
her sea strength by the additon of a of our new steel navy, and wfci
all around the world.
cylinder piers.
new vessel, her board of admiralty, made up the famous "White Smiad- "But what of the Constitution. She
The said above three bridges are
composed of trained experts, decides ron," of which we were once so proud.
made the) men who trod her quarter- to be built in accordance with the
of
caliber
and
on the number
guns
Although the New York will hi ih deck. Call
the grand roll of her com- plans and specifications now on file
which the new vessel must mount In biggest dreadnought ever- launched
manders
those first 18 years In the office of the said county clerk
through
the
more
than
from the New York yard, she and her
order to be
of her glorious life Talbot, Nichol- and
clerk of the said board,
latest output of other nations, the sister ship, the Texas, which the New- Preble,"
son,
the
elder
Dale,
where
be examined by all
Decatur,
may
they
be
must
carried, port News company is building, are
amount of armor that
Porter, Hill, , Bainbrldge, Stewart bidders.
the speed and the steaming radius.
already outclassed by a still vounirer. .Great seamen all, and It was the ConAH work and materials are to be
When this has been figured out the generation of fighting
craft the burly
board of admiralty turns to the con twins OKiahoma and Nevada. As stitution that either made them great fulrniished by the successful bidder
or gave them their first step up; all and all bids must be accompanied by
struction corps and asks the amount against the New York' displacement
save Dale, who took his start with certified check in the sum of $500.
of tonnage that is required to embody of 27,000 tons, the Oklahoma will have
Paul
Jonea the day of the fight with
By order of tho board of County
these features. When the construct a displacement of 27,500. This distho Serapls before the Constitution Commissioners of the County of Saa
of
amount
answer
the
ors give the
placements is exceeded only by the was horn.
Constitution luck was that Miguel, New Mexico.
cost is figured in, the money Is asked British Queen Mary, a dreadnought
invariable
circumstance
t.hbt she BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION-for and the work proceeds.
laid down last year and which
Is
luck to everybody that had
1 ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
Hitherto this nation has been doing "credited by the London Engineer with brought
her.
Search
naval
where
history
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
you
in
or
less
a displacement of 28,850 tons. It has
the exact reverse, a more
will, no other case can bo fcjLd of Attest:
'
restrictions
been
imposing
congress
estimated that a displacement such a
expert
list of men, all brought to high
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
as to size, and the constructors eu of at least 30,000 tons will be needed
honor by their connexion with the (Seal)
stithe
within
to
to
resist the recoil of the
compress
deavoring
single ship."
pulated displacement the many feat guns. Rifles of
caliber are
ures which they regarded as assential. the heaviest now carried by any forBATTLEFIELD
MONUMENT.
One needs only to refer to the bat eign ships of war. '
ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS FOR
The over-al-l
tleship Connecticut eaft her type. Afi
N. Y., Aug. 29. On the
length of the New York
Elmira,
"
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES
er the class was built there was a is 573 fjet; that of the Oklahoma Is
Newton
battlefield, where a little
Sealed
bids for the construction of band of
over
the
revelation
583.
sensation
The New York Is to burn coal
great
revolutionary soldiers led
that their armor belts were so far sub and will have, a bunker capacity of the following bridges will be recived by General John Sullivan defeatmerged as to render the type ineffl 2,850 tons. The Oklahoma Is to burn at the office of the county clerk ed the Indian and allied Tory forces
clerk of the board of under Joseph Brandt one hundred
cient so far as that protection v?nt oil and will carry 598,400 gallons in and
Congress in its wisdom had stipulated her fuel tanks. If course It cannot county commissioners of the County and thirty-thre- e
years ago today,
of San Miguel, State of New Mexico, there was unveiled this
16.000 tons as the limit. The vessels yet be known what kind of
engines
afternoon, in
actually' displace close on to 19,000 the new vessel will have. There Is up to 12 o'clock noon of the 23rd the presence of patriotic thousands, a
No wonder the tops of their armor the Interesting suggestion that she be day of September 1912,
handsome monument in commemora1. A bridge across the Pecos
belts are awash.
named the Constitution. There doubttion of their valor. Last year the
ri,er
will less would be
The 15,000,000 appropriation
quite a strong sentiment near Pecos town at the point where New York delegation appropriated
make possible the 30,000 ton dread in, thus perpetuating the name of Old the main traveled public road crosses $20,000 to acquire the site and
adjointhe said river. Two (2)-8- 0 foot steel ing lands for a battleground park
nought and the prediction is that this Ironsides.
new vessel will be armed with
In a recent tribute to that famous spans concrete abutments steel cyl- upon which the monument has been
rifles. There is no gun of this size craft E. W. Very, who had nerv6d as inder piers.
erected.
carried on any warship today. The a lieutenant on board tho Constitu2. A bridge across the Pecos river
The unveiling was carried out on
only one ever constructed is the enor tion, said there was no other vessel at Villanueva at the point where the a scale of considerable pomp and
mous weapon which has been design- that had made so many reputations.
main traveled public road crosses the ceremony, military and patriotic soed for the seacoast defense and which
"She had a noble Bister," he said, said stream. Two (2)-8foot steel cieties uniting to make it a day not
will be one of the guns that guard "the Victory all honor to her but spans concrete abutments steel cyl- soon to be forgotten. Governor Dix
the Panama canal. The weight of the mark you well it was Nelson that cast inder piers.
.
and bis. staff were among the honored
3. A bridge across the Canyon de guests of the occasion. Senator John
gun is 120 tons. The tests made on the halo about her. There Is another
the proving grounds show that its 2,- - in France, the Triompbante, but It Azul at the point where the new Las F. Murtagh presided over the exercises
400 pound projectile can pierce a steel was the great Admiral Tourrille that Vegas-Mor- a
public road crosses the and one of the principal speakers was
Two
plate 42.3 inches in thickness. The mare her revered. Old Ironsides has isald canyon.
(40) Lynde Sullivan of Boston, a descendant
heaviest armor plate on any ship of a child, the Hartford, made sacred by foot spans I beam girders and con of General John Sullivan.
war is 18 inches.
Most of our battleships and all of
BUBS
our dreadnoughts, except the New
York and Texas, are armed with
CAPITAL PAID IN
guns. These two are to be arm
, SURPLUS
ed with
rifles, guns heavier
$50,000.00
$100,000.00;
than any yet carried In sea borne arm
amenta. The Oklahoma and her giant
vs;
sister are to have the same; type of
gun, but will carry more of them and
in fewer turrets. The plan Is to equip
M.
J.
President
Cunningham,
)D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
them with 12 guns of the
V
cal
Frank
Springer,
to
12
in
but
four
concentrate the
iber,
turrents, three In each.
, The naval bureau of ordnance and
the construction corps are now engaged in working out the many complies
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
tions involved in this idea of triple
memounts. It is claimed that this
thod of concentration, will permit of
greater armor protection and will at
the same time vastly increase the hit
ting power of the vessel. It has beer
estimated that three shell hurled
from one of these turrets will strike
within a radius of nine feet by six
and that the simultaneous impact of
OO
Capital Stock,
three such projectiles within so small
an area will have crushing force so
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
destructive that no armor can withstand It and that any vessel receiving
' President
Win. G. Ilaydon
the shock must perforce go ' under.
What would happen if a salvo of 16- Vice President
II. W. Kelly
inch shells should strike a vessel can
Treasurer
D, T. Iloskins
only be conjectured.
new
Meanwhile, with this great
Interest PeJd on Deposis
fighting craft on the way, it may be
profitable to review our navy, built
and building. Down the ways fronj
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days was Richard T. Meade, then a
commander. It was determined to try
out the question of "structural weakness" and Meade was selected for the
duty. In Issuing its order the Department never dreamed that this officer
would put the vessel to the severe test
he did. It Issued a casual command
to try out the
qualities of
the gun boat, and the forgot all

HMTDOLPIIIN
SERIOil

SSDIP OF

JUuGLE D1GEH
EXAGGERATED
GREATLY

sea-goin- g
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"I dragged the lake carefully, hut
was unable to find anything that would
said Mr. Mill
suggest the horse-idol,- "
ward.
"The Caribs are a strange peopli
They are a mixture of nesrro and In
dian, in which the negro element is
predominant. They are black, but
when very angry or emotionally arous

ed a reddish tinge surges over the
black. Booker Washington Is maklns
about it.
EXTRAORDINARY
CAREER
OF
Meade took the Dolphin out to sea, AN EXPLORER FROM THE CARIB an Inquiry into the life and habits of
CRAFT WHICH WRECKED
LANDS MAKES THAT STATE-MENthis Interesting Central American pea
headed her for Cape Hatteras, the At.
.
HER BUILDER
and
there
of
Storms"
pie. They are all Jack Johnsons. They
lantic "Cape
are great-bonemen, with enormous
awaited the- weather that was to give
New York, Aug. 28. Oft the East him an
New York; Aug. 2!). "A messenger muscular development, capable of a
opportunity of testing the
river anchorage of the New York
In New York is exposed to more tremendous amount of work.
Mahog
qualities of this doubtful craft. He boy
Yacht club, there rode last week an had some time to wait, but he patient- - dangers every night than any ex- any cutting is their special activity
object lesson In naval construction, Jly waited and invited the storm. Ev plorer in the jungles of Africa or Cen- Anything else they consider beneath
a trim looking gunboat from which
Russell Hast- them.
e tral America," declared
Agriculture,
working on the
entually it came, a West Indian
the flag of the assistant secretary of
ings MUlward of the National Geo- Rubber plant or the cacao and all such
;
in full force.
the navy rippled languidly In the
The story of how the Dolphin rode graphic society, home after a two employment is left for the Indians to
August air. She was not much larger it out,
steamships were years' jaunt through the interior of do.
that some of the pleasure craft that crippled by the outfly, was told in the Guatemala,
.,
"The Caribs are very moral also,
were keeping her company, but was papers of the time. That adventure
"Explorers exaggerate the dangers They are monogamists and In then.
distinguished from these professional of taking this little gunboat out, one of their Work," he said. "Colonel family organization are very strict
beautier of the world afolat by the whose sea qualities had been so much Roosevelt made a great ado about the Parental discipline is severe and mo
grim war color of her painted sides.
discredited, and then to wait the cru- terrors of his African trip, but a man ral standards are high. If a child llefa
The vessel was the Dolphin, senior cial test of a wrecking storm, equals is much safer exploring in Africa than his tongue Is out; if he steals a band
ship of America's new steel navy, the any of the feats of the early days of he would be in going about some parts age Is placed about his wrist and it is
nloneor flf flint
of New York. The only real danger soaked in oil and set afire, maiming
American statesmanship.
though from the very first discredited
The Dolphin .had her part during in the jungle is disease, not wild the hand for life. I remember one
case in which the child came near
the war with Spain. She also then beasts and snakes," '
marine crazy-quilt,- "
derided as an had the unique distinction of bottling Mr; MUlward' was In the consular death from the burns.
"The religious ceremonies of the
"encumbrance" of the high sea, and up a train of cars.
service for three years following grad"
Caribs
which at any moment might join the
In
are kept secret from outsiders
uation
from
Columbia
1902,
being
off
was
The
It
Dolphin
Santiago.
"green navy' 'at the bottom, this craft lying at the eastern end of the block- stationed in Congo Free State, Natal They have a large element of panthe-- '
has outlived several generations of he ading line, espied a train sneaking and Mexico. These residences in tro- ism. Natwal elements are deified and
betters, has carried more deep sea around & curve and Immediately went pic lands gave him & taste for the worshipped. 'The sun is a principal
"joyriders" than any craft aflooat, scurylng in pursuit. The engineer of tropics that, he has never been able god, and there are gods of the har
has been in collisions which would the train put on all steam.the shell3 to overcome and has led him into ex- vest, of rain, of the flowers and of
have sent less stoutly built craft to from the pursuing Dolphin urging him plorations in Africa and Central Am- the Southern cross. Human sacrifices
the Junk pile and has outlived storms to great speed. Ahead lay a tunnel erica. His Central American expedi- are still made, but generally a sacri
that crippled vessels on whose davits and it was toward this refuge that the tion occupied most of the last two fice is a sheep. I came in near con
tact- with one case of human sacrifice.
she might almost have been hoisted. train was rushing. The Dolphin did years.
"I Btarted from Belize, British Hon- The victim
was a girl. Her heart
The Dolphin was built in 1884, when her best to stop It before it could
was cut out with a stone knife and
Chester A. Arthur was president and glide into the protecting cavern, but duras, in January, 1911," said Mr.
W. E. Chandler was secretary of the her shells went wide and the quarry
"We went to El Cayo, then offered as a sacrifice to the
Mr. Millward has now gone to New
west to Flores, then to Rio TJsumacln-ta- ,
Navy. The navy was then in the sere gained the tunnel unharmed.
and yellow leaf, a few wooden steam
and up that river to the southern Orleans, whence he will go to Belize
Commander Lyon, then in charge of
frigates and sloops, armed with smooth the gunboat, bethought himself of an border of Mexico. Coming back, I to lead an expedition into the territory
bore guns, comprising the best Uncle expedient of keeping the train in the passed In as straight a line as possible or ymntana Roo, In Yucatan. He plans
to take a moving picture machine
Sam had.
tunnel. To this end he maneuvered to Guatemala City.
and
get motion pictures of the Caribs in
The little Dolphin, steel built, was the Dolphin within shell range of one
"On this expedition I was accompa-nethe first of the new construction. John exit and then proceeded to bombard
by about 60 natives, Caribs and their community life.
Roach got the job of building the ves-es- the overhead masonry, with the result and from 5 OtolOO mules. For a short
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
and before he was done with It he that the shells tumbled much debris time I had a white man, Billy Farrand.
State of New Mexico, County of
might have prayed that he had never over the track and the opening was But the malignant malarial fever got
San Miguel. In the District Court,
heard of her. For linked with her his- closed. He then took the Dolphin to him and he died In June, 1911, at San
tory is the story of the downfall of a the other end of the tunnel and in the Lazare, Peten. This territory of Pe- Frank Cayot, Plaintiff
vs.
ten is the most remarkable country
No. 6878.
big' shipbuilding company. The com- same way closed that exit.
To recount all of the Journeylngs of I have ever seen. It is absolutely vir- Virginia Gonzales de Olipany was in fine shape when it secui
ed the contract. ' It built the vessel the Dolphin would be to recount most gin jungle, and about the richest In
s
vas, and Franolsca
de Martinez, Cale-do- n
and was Immediately the target for of the outings of all the presidents the world. Its principal resources are
Francisco
Olivas,
savage attacks. The shipbuilder might and secretaries of the navy since she mahogany, rosewood, cacao, chicory,
'
have said that he had contracted to first proved her sea worthiness off logwood and rubber. Mahogany is the
Ollvas, Tonita Olivas,
build a small and unpretentious gun Hatteras. Besides, she has taken in most valuable asset.
Prudencia Olivas, Jac-ob- o
"For years the Caribs have been
Olivas, Reyes Oli- boat, not a battleship, but he had to numerable congressmen on innumer
bear the blame of the output
vas, Margarita' Olivas,
able junkets and has been in more bringing in mahogany from the inteJosef I ta Oliva,- - Abelita ' '
The government, which had ordered collisions than any other craft afloat. rior to the trading posts near the east
coast.
.But
twenty-eight
Olivas, who are the
And
their
interior
the gunboat, first refused to accept
they kept
yet after
years and
' heirs of Anacleto
Oliher, urging "structural weakness." after all these vicissitudes the vessel haunts secret and the sources of their
vas ;and Board of CounThe general opinion was expressed by is as staunch and seaworthy as she superior, mahogany supply were not
known to white men. My object was
a New York newspaper, which said: was when she first went overboard.
of
ty Commissioners
San Miguel, Defend"What Mr. Roach will do with the But her builders long ago went into to cut right through Peten, which I
ants.
Dolphin, now that the government has the hands of a receiver, crushed out did, passing through these virgin maYou Virginia Gonzales de' Olivas,
decided that it has no use for her, is of business by the attacks which the hogany forests. I explored four lakes
known heretofore only by tradition Caledon Olivas, Francisco Olivas, To
building of this remarkably long-liveand made maps of them. The Nation- nita Olivas, Prudencia Olivas, Jacoho
sell her to any foreign nation, for not vessel ha,d brought about.
al Geographic society will name the Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Margarita Oli
even the Portuguese or Turkish navy
lakes.
Joseflta Olivas, and
vas,
Ahe-BULL RUN ANNIVERSARY.
wants to buy a ship that has been
"Another lake in which i took much Kta Olivas ' and each
of you.
Groveton, Va., Aug. 29. The Forty
condemned because she is weak and
slow. Must she then be tied up to a third
battalion, Virginia cavalry, interest is the Lago del Peten, a are hereby notified that the above en
dock and suffered to fall to pieces?" Army of Northern Virginia, better large lake in the interior of the ter- titled cause wherein Frank Cayot Is
In the Navy Department of those known as "Mosby's men," who won ritory. Tradition has it that into this plaintiff and your are defendants has
fame during the civil war through body of water the Indians dumped the "been begun and Is now pending in the
their raids on the federal outposts famous white horse of Cortez. The District Court of San Miguel County,
ana lines of communication,
held story was, you remember, that Cortez's New Mexico, and Is numbered 6873
their nineteenth annual reunion to- splendid horse was greatly revered by on the docket of said court; that the
day on the field where the second bat- the natives. They thought it had su general objects of the said action are
tle of Bull Run was fought just fifty pernatural power and so they fed it to recover judgment against you In
years ago. The stirring stories of the with honey, the food of the gods. the sum of One Thousand Eleven 'Hun
war were retold, songs were sung When the horse died the awed sav dred Dollars together with the coats
and speeches were made by the old, ages made a great horse of 'white of suit ,and to foreclose a certain real
comrades.
An old fashioned dinner stone and set it on a pedestal and property mortgage given to plaintiff
was served the veterans by the Bull worshipped it WhenCortez came they hy Anacleto Olivas deceased, and Vir
How She Was Saved From Run Chapter of the United Daughters pointed out the; stone animal as his ginia Gonzale-- de Olivas on four hun
of the Confederacy.
horse. The idol was dumped Into the dred and sixty varas of land situated
, Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
The members of Mosby's battalion, lake.
at Sapello, San Miguel County, New
E. Pinkham's Vegetaonce numerous in this section of VirMexico, and bounded north by the
ble Compound.
real from Las Vegas to Sapello;
ginia, count now little more than a
handful, but the survivors express
south by the Rio Sapello; east by
Mogadore, Ohio. "The first two years their determination to hold their resaid.camlno real; and west by the eor-raI was married I suffered so much from unions as long as a single one is left.
gVn sm
of Henry Goke, deceased.
omumw
troubles and
You are further notified that un
Ilemale down pains It is not generally known that this
that I could not stand battalion of cavalry was the last body
No young woman, in the Joy of less you enter or cause to be entered
in said cause on or
on my feet long f confederate troops in Virginia to coming motherhood, should
neglect ycur appearance
enough to do my lay down arms. It was not until three fo prepare her system for the physi- before the 21st day of October, A. D.
The doctor weeks after Lee had surrendered that cal ordeal
work.
she is to undergo. The 1912, judgment will be rendered in
said I would have to Colonel
the troop- health of both herself and the coming said cause against you and each of
disbanded
Mosby
undergo an opera- ers wh had followed his fortunes. Of chUd
depends largely upon the care you by default.
tion, but my husband
she
bestows
Colonel
nevor
late
has
upon herself during the
Plaintiff's attorneys aro C. A. Spless
Mosby
years
to
me
wanted
try
Mother's
Friend and H. W. Clark and their postofflce
Lydia E. Pinkham's attended a Teunion of his men, owing halting months.
VegetableCompound to his antipathy to public gatherings prepares the expectant mother's sys- and business address Is East Las Ve
T tnnW thrpA
tem for the coming event, and Its use
firat
of every kind.
New Mexico.
,
makes her comfortable during all the gas,
Vinttlpa nnd it tnafle me well and strons
LORENZO DELGADO.
term. It works with and for nature. (Seal)
and I avoided a dreadful operation. I
FOES OF SALOON TO MEET.
Clerk.
and by gradually expanding all tisnow have two fine healthy children, and
Toronto,
Ont, Aug. 29, Toronto sues, muscles and tendons, involyed. Aug. 29. Sept 5, 12, 19.
,
I cannot say too much about what Lydia
all preparations for and keeping the breasts in good con
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has has completed
Mrs. Lee Manges, the reception and entertainment of dition, brings, the woman to the crisis APPEAL STAYS THE HANGMAN
done for me."
R. P. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.!
the many visitors expected here next In splendid physical condition. The
Lincoln,
Neb., Aug.. 29. Albert
Why will women take chances with an week-fothe biennial 'conference of baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and Prince, the negro convict convicted
halfout
a
or
sickly,
mother
has
thus
here
the
strong
drag
operation
the
League of America. prepared herself for nature's supreme of the murder of Deputy States Prison
s
hearted existence, missing
Noted
from
advocates
temperance
find
can
when
function. No better advice could ba Warden E. B. Davis, was one of the
they
of the joy of living,
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable nearly every state of the Union and given a ;young expectant mother than, happiest inmates in the Nebraska pen
all of the Canadian provinces are ex- that she use Mother's Friend; it is a itentiary today. Prince was to have
Compound?
For thirty years it has been the stand- pected to take part in the conference. medicine that has proven its value been hanged tomorrow, (but an appeal
ard remedy for female ills, and has re- The sessions will be held In one of In thousands of
to the supreme court has acted as a
Mother s
stored the health of thousands of women the halls of Victoria university, be- cases.
of execution and he Is Assured
ailstay
such
Friend
sold
with
at
is
troubled
been
who have
of at least six months more of life.
ments as displacements, inflammation, ginning Tuesday and continuing three drug stores.
educators, public write for free
His crime was committed last Feb
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc days. Clergymen,
of
leaders
officials,
to
and marked the beginning (f a
organized labor book for expect
write
advice
want
ruary
special
If you
much
Medicine Co. (confand other men and women of wide ant mothers which contains
of tragedies at the state
series
lydia E. Pinkham
valuable Information, and many sugidential) lynn, Mass. Your letter will prominence will address the
In which four officials and
nature.
of
a
helpful
gestions
be opened, read and answered by a
'
three convicts were killed.
ERADHELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Cn.
noiuiin and held in strict confldance.
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CLUBS
IN RENO
WIFE OF ARTIST
FENDS MEN'S LOAFING
PLACES.

DE- -

d

while-bigge-

4
4

3. Las Vegas South
Tlien Mrs. Mechlin spoke up.
"A lack of responsibility la the foro. 4. Tecolote
most cause of unhappiness and final 5. Las Vegas North
separation and divorce among New 6. Las Vegas Central....
Yorkers, if there is any one particu- 7. San Antonio
lar cause for It. Men don t seem to 8. Las Vegas Arriba
care or realize what they are doing 9. Pecos
when they marry.
young woman. Of 10. Chaperito
,j
course the same thing Is often true 11. San Geronlmo,
of the girls. There arel hundreds ana 14.
Sapello
hundreds of clubmen who find In their 12. Rowe
clubs valuable
assistance to their 13. Rociada
business which they could not other- 14. Sapello
wise get and which has no disastrous 15. Las Manuelltas
effects upon their homes. It Is almost 16. Union
necessary for some men to join cluos 17. San Patricio
just for these business reasons, espe- IS. Mlshawaka
cially in New York. My husband was 19.
:
McKInley
a 'member of several clubs, but that 20.
San Juan
had nothing' to do with our separa21. Casa Colorada

Reno, Nev., Aug. 29. In a, suite of
rooms in a flat, on the south side.
which she calls "home' while securing a divorce in Keno, a correspond
ent today found Mrs Edna Garfield
Delia Torre Hutt, wife and former
model of Hehry Hutt, the famous artist" and illustrator.
She Is sharing the apartment with
Mrs.
Christine Towns
Mechling,
daughter of Mirabeau Lamar Towns,
the "poet" lawyer of New York and
Brooklyn, who was prominently connected legally with the famous
Brandt case, and who herself is in
Nevada for the purposo of getting a
divorce from Harry Mechling, son of
H. E. Mechling, late president of the
Corrugated Steel Car company.
"The time since our coming to Reno
has not seemed long at all," declared
Mrs. Hutt. "There is so much in this
city and its surroundings to admire.
I am really in love with that vacant
lot next to us," she exclaimed, point
ing toward the open window overlooking an adjoining piece of ground,
covered with a scrub growth.
"It's
restful to look at, after coming from
the congested city.
"Reno has been a revelation to me.
Now, don't laugh; but 1 brought can
dlesticks here with me, having heard
that there were no electric lights, 1
was astonished to find such buildings,
paved streets, lighting systems, mod
ern, hotels, automobiles by the hundreds, and such a beautiful verdant

valley and sparkling river rushing
right through the center of the city.
People in New York seem only to
read about the risque side of life here.
What amuses me is the way many
women from the east assume names
when they come here;, I think it is
rilculous, for they will know who you
are sooner or later, i have stood by
my own, name."
Asked whether or not the club life
among men of New York was largely
responsible for so many wives seeking
marital relief in the Nevada courts
Mrs. Hutt said:
"I don't believe there is any one
thing largely responsible for so much
breaking up of homes in New York in
club and social circles. One explanation why so many wives of clubmen
come to Reno for their divorce is
found in the fact that they have the
financial ability to meet the expense
necessary to such a move, while many
others have not who otherwise would

tion."

"

Believes In Clubs.'
Mrs. Hutt was warming up to the
discussion as she carelessly swung
back and forth on the piano stool.
"I believe in men being members
of clubs," she exclaimed, enthusiastically. "I would much rather have
them at the club than running around
Men who
loose with other women.
are socially inclined, if they are not
(at their clubs, will be somewhere
else, doing something else. It s almost
always up to the wife to make a
man's home attractive. Some men
like their homes because of the contrast to the club. However, it men
are.dlsposed to go out into social life
.and unrestrained enjoyment, no home
can keep them from it.
"I want a husband to join the club
if he wants to. At the same time a
wife should make the home attractive
to him. Some of the most ardent clubmen I know enjoy getting to their
homes, and are happy there. We
should be mindful of the fact that all
clubmen are by no means responsible
for the reputation some have given
them. It is unjust to brand all of
them, as a class, for the actions of individual members."

FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION
Republican Headquarters of the Coun
'
ty of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 19, 1912.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
In Las Vegas, New Mexico; for the
purpose of choosing SO delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held In the city, of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
September, A.: D.',"'l912, for the pur1
pose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to be voted for at the general etec-iowhich will be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the purpose of transacting such other busicome.
ness as may properly come before
"One shrinks from seeking a di- said convention.
vorce in New York state, where it
The various precincts of the Coun
cannot be secured without disclosing ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
much that is objectionable, and for following number of delegates from
that one reason, above all else, they their respective precincts,
come to Nevada.
But I notice that Precinct No.
Delegates
2
..
quite as many come here who are not 1. San Miguel
2. La Cuesta
wives of clubmen."
4
CALL

22. Sablnoso
23. San Jose
24. La Llendre
25. Pena Blanca

3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Z

2

t
..................

Los Alamos
27. San

Pablo

2

Chavez
29. East Las Vegas
30. Canon de Manuelltas
31. Puertecito
32. El Pueblo

..........

35

2
11
2

2
2

2
2

33, Los VIgiles
34. San Isidore
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

2
2
2

3
2
2
3
2
2

Las Gallinas
Penasco Blanco
El Cerrito
Los Torres
Tecolotlto
Bernal
Canon Largo

2
2

Romeroville
Los Fuertea
OJttos Frlos

2

,2
2

Cherryvale

2

Emplazado
Hot Springs

2

Trementina
Agua Zarca
Guadalupe
San Ignacio
Las Colonlas

;

2
2
2
2

2
Enclnosa
Proxies will be recognized only
when held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates are
chosen. Primaries in the various precincts shall be held as soon as possible but not later than the 9th day of
September in precincts other than
Nob. 3, 5, 6 and 29.
Secretaries of the various primar
ies are requested to notify the president f the County Central Committee of the date of their primaries and
the names of the delegates chosen
immediately after the holding of the
Election of the precinct
meeting.
Central Committee will not he neces
sary at these primaries except to fill
a vacancy.
S
-

SECTJNDINO ROMERO,
Chairman.
F. O. BLOOD, Secretary.

d

n

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby g ven that the official paper of the New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board will on September 1, 1912, be changed from the Las
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
the Roswell News, of RoswelL New
Mexico. After the above date all notices of estrays will be published in
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.
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GBBS:

Because the advertiser has done something' to inspire confidence.
He lias not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put hi3 personality and reputation behind his
;

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing- his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality, V
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
-
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the banquet hall Qtt the basement
floor, where light refreshments were
served during the" evening, was tastily
Entered at the iostofica at East decorated In sweet peas, and ferns,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- and clematia was draped from the
sion through the United States mails electroliers , over the tables. The
color scheme , of purple and white,
as second class matter.
the colors of. the order was carried
out even to the cakes and confecTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tions served 'with the ice cream and
Dally, by Carrier:

Per

Copy

...........

One Week
One Month
One Year,

.

$

OB

.15
.65
7.60

Dally by Mail
One Year
Bix Months

6.00
3.00

coffee.
Two orchestras furnished music for
the occasion, the Bistolfi trio playing
on the lower floor for the entertainment of those not dancing, and the
orchestra in the
Simison
music for
lodge 'o6nfi" furnishing
Commenced at . 9
dancing,""1 which
o'clock, and continued, into the early
'
,
hours of the morning.'
fourteen
of
committee
A reception
extended a welcome to the many Elks,
their wives, daughters and sweetfive-piec- e

;

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
.$2.00
One Year
Six Months

DAILY

Anton, Hugh Qnigley, II. V. Hansen,
Larry Cleviuger, Dan Sterrj, George
H. Hunker and John D. V. Veeder.
committee which had
The floor
complete charge of the dancing, was
.
as follows: Dr. C. S. Losoy, B.
Kelly, Manuel Heuriquez, E. J.
P. D. McElroy, F. M. Lyon,
W. G.
Charles
David Rosenwald,
"Ward, Simon Bacnarach, H. C.
and Saul Rosenthal. This committee proved Itself equal to the oc
casion and kept the dancers in a happy mood by seeing that programs
William II.
filled.
were quickly
had
superivsion
general
Springer
over the committee.
Never before has so beautifully a
gowned assemblage of women been
seen in Las Vegas. Silk and satin
and lace creations o foreign and domestic make, all tne latest word in
the world of fashion, were worn by
the women who graceu'tbe affair with
e,

their presence.
Much of the success of the party
is due to the committee of six women,' wives of Elks, who took charge
of the decorating of the home and
under whose direction the delicious
refreshments were prepared. This
committee Is as follows: Mrs. W. E.
Gortner, chairman; Mrs. Hallett Ray- -
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OPTIC,

EBAL STEEVER

ETUIS

TODAY'S MARKETS

VISIT

((

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Aug. 29. Wheat
prices
hardened today because of reports of
AMERICAN COMMANDER CALLS
further damaging rains In Great BriON MEXICAN FEDERAL
tain and low temperatures in Canada.
GENERAL
Indiiatlons, however, that promises of
Chlqfcgo,

Juarez, Mex., Aug. 29. General E.
Steever, commander of the depart
ment of Texas, accompanied by commanding officers of the Second cavalry and Twenty-seconinfantry, crossed tho international bridge this morning and called upon Geheral Tellez,
commander of the Mexican federal
troops in the north.
As General Steever and his party
crossed the bridge, the Mexican band
played "The Star Spangled Banner."
was
From the bridge the procession
headed by a. bugle corps, the band and
150 men from the Fifteenth battalion
of Infantry. ' Proceeding to the residence of General Tellez the American
officers were guests at a reception.
The visit this morning' was a return
call, General Tellez and officers from
the eastern arm baving called upon
General Steever at Fort Bliss Tuesday.

Z.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Szt for 5 Coupons from

a large harvest in the Dakotaa and
Minnesota would be fully realized
tended to prevent any radical advance. The opening was a shade to
higher. December started at 94
to 94, a gain of
to , reacted to
93
and rallied to 94. Closing
net higher for
prices were steady
.
September at 94
Inability of shippers to buy
enough
c)rn to supply current
demands made that cereal firm. September opened
to
up at 74g to
7414, touched 73
and recovered to
7414. The close was
cents
steady
net higher for September at 74.
Oats showed strength owing to the
fact that selling was only of a scatter- eded sort. September started a six
teenth higher at 32
and rose to
'

EMPRESS Flour
RgQULAR neTAIL

VAM.

tSmm

to The Cl'nPSJ.ff & wriw four ap
ttowiJinmn, Kna;.
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and
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"Mighty-Goo- d
EMPRESS, you know, is that
Flour that makes Baking
MAN--

'

B

0
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GEH,

a

ALL GROCERS
You'll Like it.

33.

Trv a Sack

buying orders were on the
market for all provisions except Sep115
tember pork. First sales ranged from New York Central
VETO SAFEGUAIEGS
More Troops Maybe Needed
C.
L.
lSA
Pacific
10 cents off to 7
M.Baily.
cents gain with Northern
hearts, and was ready throughout the
29. It la pos:.
Aug.
Washington,
..........170
The guests last evening were given
for pork; Reading ..
evening! to make the guests at ease.
sible that the American cavalry along January delivery at $19.17
94
FUTURE OF
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip This committee was as follows: Clar- the full run of the new home, and
$10.75 to $10.80 for lard and $13.15 Southern Pacific
the Mexican border line will have to
which
Insures
true
Union
Pacific
Elk
tions)
to
hospitality,
ence Iden, Cecllio Rosenwald, George
for ribs.
$10.17
74
Remit by draft, check or money A. Fleming, T. M. Elwood, D. W. Con- the success of any affair, reigned su- be Increased, according to a dispatch
United States Steel
The closing quotations were:
war
received
at
the
department today
ILt
(Continued from Page One)
order. If sent otherwise we will not don, A. C, Erb, Arthur Senical, J. Fred preme.
United
States
Steel,
pfd.
Decem
Wheat, September
from General
Steever, commanding
bo responsible for loss.
ber
the department of Texas." The Thir
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
presidents and show me the bad oaea
Specimen copie3 free on applica
Corn,
September 74; December
teenth cavalry at Fort Riley, Kansas,
re- and I will show you more made good.
29.Kansas
Cattle,
tion.
City,
Aug.
and the Ninth at Fort D. A. Russell, 55..
It was well
Oats, September
December ceipts 4,000, including 1,000 southerns. Our forefathers thought
Wyoming, are being held In readiness
'ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
to have one man who would represent
Market steady. Native steers 16.50
as reinforcements.
,
steers $4.506.25; all the people and who would be able
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
10.60; southern
80.
Pork, September $17.77
cows
heifers 3.25
and
PAID FOR
southern
to tell all the people when he saw
Lard, September $11.00.
Volunteers Defeat Rebels.
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.25
that he did not believe was
Ribs,
September
$10.97.
Oaxaca, Mex., Aug. 29. Bringing in
veto is an excellent thing.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
8.50; stockers and feeders $4.50
The
good.
fifty horses and saddles, twenty-fiv7.50; bulls $4.005.25; claves $5.00
friends who criticize me forget
largest dally and weekly circulation
My
mules loaded with provisions and muNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ot any' newspaper In Northwestern
8.50; western steers $5.509.00; west- that I was elected just as they were
of war and $500, all captured
nitions
New York, Aug. 29. The advance ern cows
New Mexico.
$3.255.b0.
and by a good many more people
from the rebels, a band of forty vol- in the British bank rate
probably exHogs, receipts 3,500. Market steady. than they were."
unteers In the government service re- ercised an adverse Influence over to
Bulk $8.508.75; heavy $S.408.55;
The president spoke to the farmers
turned here today after beating the day's market. No pronounced pressTELEPHONES
and butchers $8.508.70; on legislation which congress had enpackers
in
a series ot ure was shown, however,
Orozco insurrectos
BUSINESS OFFICE.
;..Main 2
except in pig's $G.006.75.
acted for their benefit and promised
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9
sharp engagements that began last the Tobacco group. Canadian Pacific
Market that other legislaiton would follow.
5,000.
Sheep,
receipts
Saturday.
was Inclined to retrieve further Its
Muttons $3.504.40;
lamos
steady.
"One trouble with the present-da- j
The rebel losses in the engage- recent decline.
Reading and Lehigh $6.006.85; range wethers and year- reformer," Mr. Taft said, "is that h
PALATIAL
HOME.
LAS VEGAS ELKS'
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1912.
ments were 'more than two score, in- Valley reflected additional
selling. lings $4.005.25; range ewes $2.25
wants his reforms put Into effect tocluding four prisoners, one of whom Louisville and Nashville fel la
point 4.00.
morrow morning before breakfast Re"GAB"
was
BROKE
RECORD
woman
a
camp follower, who was In probable postponement of dlvldeud
SAUERKRAUT FESTIVAL IN IOWA
CLAIM
do not come so Quickly. Mere
forms
29.
of
flow
a
in
hands.
with
The
her
rifle
BECKEB
Aug.
Washington,
captured
Ackleyt la., 'Aug. 29. "Sauer Kraut
action. Steel and Coppers were frac. CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Is not necessarily progress."
change
gab" at the recent session of con The fight began at Baviacora. The tionally lower with some
day," am fannual festival in Ackley,
strength 5n
Chicago, Aug. 29. Cattle, receipts
was not told of the arrest
surTaft
NevMr,
has
all
records.
'
was celebrated today with an attendvolunteers,
numbering
gress
forty,
surpassed
Great Northern ore. "Bonds were Ir- 3,500; market steady to strong.
THE "GOAT"
HE
of Mrs. Caroline Beers as she was tryer In the history of this legislative prised a band of sixty rebels and
ance of more than 10,000 'visitors, of
regular. The market closed firm. Sev- Beeves 5.8510.65;
Texas
steers
ing to see the president She carried
body has such a volume of oratory killed seventeen of them. At Huepac eral low priced stocks weakened after
whonj every man, woman and child
western
steers
$6.25
S5.006.85;
'
two knives and said later she Intendnext day the government force came mid-dahad tig or her frill of free kraut and WILL ASSERT THAT GAMBLERS been produced.
but the general market war 9.50; stockers and feeders $4.307.25;
ed to "punish the president"
The figures demonstrate that during on more rebels and the fighting last- unaltered. Some
weiners.
Free entertainments of all
was fur- cows and heifers $2.75 8.15; calves
CAUSED HIM TO BE CHARGED-diversion
ed several hours, before a. supporting
- the present session approximately
Ti7tuia "wertgiven Jiroughout the day.
'
MUKDER
nished In the last hour by Louisville $0.5010.75. ;
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other
of
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bulk
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although
to show that Herman Rosenthal was days.
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MONTANA DEMOCRATS MEET.
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Miss Marguerite Bernard
returned
tea rounds but twice in his life and
this afternoon from a short visit in
his opponents have not been up to the
'
II
TVBeffltngtmQihf
'DOT
bauta, Fe with friends.
standard of the tougn game that I
UMOftyMT
Misses. Kutii and Louise Raster of
have been asked to meet."
TV,
ivaubus, are in Las Vegas the
Rivers and Mandot have been travS
B. D. Frevitt c! Albuquerque waa In guests of Mrs, If. W. Goelitz.
TO
ft I c
in the same, direction, so far
eling
Cecil Boucher left this afternoon
Lna Vegas today on business,
as aim, ambition ana reputation are
T J. Waltou, mayor of Worn, was tor Albuijuerquo where he will
speud
concerned, for many months.
several days visiting friends.
a isitor la Las Vegas today.
Just as the Mexican is the idol of
E. J. McWenie, manager of
J. R. Grata waa a visitor in Las Vethe uib
the coast public, so is Mandot the
gas today from hla home in Watrous, Vegas Roller mills, left this afternoon
favorite in the south. Both boys be
J. E. A. Cola came in last night on a wheat' purchasing trip to Spring- HE IS LIKELY TO
OP- END SPANISH long to the class known as "comers,"' CHARLES MILLER, FLYNN'S
from his farm near Springer on busi- er and Roy.
LAD'S MARCH TO
and this meeting means that the loser
PONENT, TREASURES A
'
Dr. j. M, Cmiulngham,
ness.
,
will be forever sidetracked from the
president at
CAR BADGE
it
Arthur Behringer returned yester the San Miguel Natoinal bank, iett
trail.
championship
day afternoon from a week's trip to last night for St. Paul, Minn., on
The decisive manner In which Mar.
W. W. Naughton)
(By H. M. Walker in Las Angohs Ex- (By
short business trip.
Denver.
'
dot has been handling "Young"Dough.
San Francisco, Aug. 29. Pugilists
aminer.)
A. A. Davis, district
J. T. Harley, a commercial man of
agent of the
Joe Mandot nas brought his hopes erty during the training camp work are great believers in mascots, talisFor singles trap or field lust
Trinidad, was in Las Vegas today on IMilman Car company with headquar- and ambitions to the Los Angeles outs has created a deep impression mans and luck tokens. In hia search
In a shell, press the button and "PULL." The side bolt
ters in Albuquerque, was in Las VeE.'"""3
have-beeYou
business.
don't
to
have
makes it easy.
tug at the barrel or watch an
for something that he hopes to keep
market and if ever a boxer got a on the minds of the people who
device. The action stays open after each single shot
Attorney W. J.' Lucas came in yes- gas today on business.
"square deal" on the coast the little
visiting training camps for the by him aa a permanent badge of suc
fired.
when
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the magazine is empty.
is
always stays open
Aleck McElroy, manager of the Con- French
terday afternoon from a business trip
cess a ring man will ignore rabbit's
Five shots three to get the cripples each under absolute confighter will get the ."honest past ten years.
tinental Tie and. Timber company of cut" here.
south of here.
trol of the trigger finger. The recoil reloads for you kicks
,
Wolgast used to bang Dougherty feet,
clovers and all the
another shell in; takes the strain off the gun the discomfort out
District Judge D. J. Leahy returned Cimarron, who has Deea in Las VeThe New Orleans lightweight has about in rough fashion, but Mandot old clap-traof the field of supersti
of the kick all without diminishing the drive behind the shot.
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afternoon
from
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a husiness
couple
the admiration ana respect of the
tion and try to locate something ori
yesterday
n
a few turns of the readily handled
Simple
home this afternoon.
screw-casouthern California public on two each afternoon. Dougherty lsn t able ginal.
trip to Santa Rosa.
makes cleaning, carrying and inter
magazine
Miss Ethel Musser and Miss Annie counts.
Jake Wheeler of EU Paso came in
First by the clean cut man- to make things interesting for the
change of barrels quick and easy.
Peter Jackson pinned his faith to
Send for a motion picture booklet telling how the
last evening from the Pass City and Merrill, who have been .spending the ner In which both he and his mana- Frenchman, while in times past he an old pair of fighting shoes. He
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how a friction
summer in, Portsmouth, O., returned ger,
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r.. . . only
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J. W. Bowden, a commercial sales- this afternoon. They are teachers In all business in connection with the
were past affording protection to his
the punishment out of heavy loads.
knockout
Mandot's
wallop Is a feet. It is said they became valuable
man of Raton, came in from the Gate the Las. Vegas public schools.
Write
Labor Day battle. Secondly his work
District Attorney Charles W. G. in the Vernon
REMINGTON
City" last night on business.
camp has been wicked thing, and it is this punca "props'' later when he played
training
the
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Ward left' this aftejinoon for Santa a revelation.
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term-of- .
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fall
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in Guadalupe game to see that Mandoi is a wonder- Rivers has been the
figure quotque on a short business trip to Las
Charlie Mitched, thei .boxing, cham
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ful little lightweight. He has the ed to date.
Vegas.
of England, generally sporud a
pion
W. G, Ogle, the land man, returned!
I have disagreed with Promoter Mc- C. O. Pease, president and general
dashing movement of that ring tiger,
dilapidated
bi'lycock hat when he took to bed sore all over and could not give me lacings that made me sick at
last evening .from a shqrt business the late
Stanley Ketctiei, and controls Carey.upon many and various occa his corner. It was a rimless, napless, chew meat from the beatings he gave times, but when we step into the ring
manager of the Cimarron Lumber
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Mr. Ogle reports a deadly knockout punch tuat doesn't sions, but I
company, was In Las Vegas today on trip
affair, such as the cdrcus me, but was always on, ,deck the next on Labor Day he will find a different
that the work on the well on the have to travel over six or eight inches in giving up $450 for the
"business.
clowns affect. Charlie tossed it into day for more.
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Charlie Miller and under different
r
Maxwell
a
Tom
is
Land company property is to be effective.
applying
preliminary
E. T. Plowman, acting division suthe discard after being beaten by Jim
"In
my early fights the promoters
rapidly. They have gone
"
To the writer's way of thinking the strong polish to his Labor Day card. Corbett at Jacksonville. '
perintendent of the Harvey house sys- progressing
would get me into bouts, winner take
down 650 feet and expect to go l.loO match with
at
fellows
are
little
These
boxing
Mandot
is
most
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tem, left last night on train No. 2
Nelson believed that an old all. I would
win, but they would give"
feet deeper. They are boring for an threatening spot that the Mexican, 115 pounds. Chico is the best boy of Battling
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into the ring" until It became an me return matches) and 1
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Elmer Wimber, a seaman on the
practically
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through
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that Rivers had to fear was the loss up, the ranks of the San Francisco
Bob Fitzslmmons and Tom Shakey
E. H. Bierbaum, deputy county
Jabez White, the English light
train No. 10 en route from El Paso of a decision. When he met
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clerk of Mora, came in last night to
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number
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ring
badge
Des Moines, Aug. 29.
Fe, was in Las Vegas last night, be a case of two boys who carry the
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power
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tVUL STICK

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A. H. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blackimithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN
0

The confidential clerk of a Boston
financial establishment, who 18 noted
tor his scrupulousness, explained thus
to a party of friends the other even-inwhy for two months he has con
fined his convivial exercises .to . th
consumption of buttermilk, apolllnarls
and other Innocuous beverages:
"I hit It ud nretty strong one week
In March," he said, "and when I came
to I was in Providence, broke. I hadn't
the heart to wire home for money, and
miles
Bet out to walk the forty-fou- r
hetween me and Boston. I got lifts
from farmers and slept In a barn one
night, and the next day got along aa
far as Stoughton. I was passing a
humble borne in the woods when I
smelled corned beef and cabbage
eooklng. I simply couldn't pass that
house without eating.
"Resolved to send the housewife a
dollar if she fed me, I made known mj
ilmtiBt aeonizing hunger. She prompt
ly set me down to the best tasting
meal I had ever known and 1 was
working at it man fashion when the
4
young hopeful of the house, about
dismal
a
wailing.
old.
began
years
'Keep still, Mikey,' said the mother, 'or
rn have the bum ate you.' I felt a
lump in my throat that stopped the
passage of food for more than a minute. I then realized as I hadn't before just what my spree had done to
my appearance.
his
"Mikey immediately checked
sigrief, and was maintaining perfect
lence when his mother addressed me,
saying, 'If Mikey cries again youH ate
him, won't you, Mr. Tramp?' I would
If you'd wash him,' I answered. I've
been on the wagon since."
g

PETER P. MACKEL
Park Seats to Make Money.
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
San Jose, Cal., is trying in its park
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
a, bench devised by E. W. Allen for
and Qlaxlng.
use In connection with the free seats.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
It is a swinging seat so arranged that
JTVeat Side Plaza . . . . Old Town until a nickel is
deposited In a slot,
the back is tilted forward and the seat
downward, so that it can not be used.
A coin releases it, however, and pro.
vides a rocking seat for two persons.
: LAWN
MOWERS SHARPENED
Aa soon as they leave the seat swings
ioclc and Uunsmith Bicycle and back to its former position, and re-In
quires another nickel to unlock it.
Ceteral Repair tagO
'
.
sunny places the bench Is placed un520-6t- a
E. Las Vegas der a canopy. The inventor believes
Street
that on Sundays and other times,
when there are unusual crowds In the
park, many people will be willing to
spend a nickel for a comfortable seat
Automobile, Carriage &
tor their exclusive use. The Survey.
.
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Constancy

ing and rocked violently.
"Amelia has a constant nature,"
said Ann Brlggs.
"Constancy Is all right If there's
any reason for it," said Mrs. Lowell,
"but everybody knows that Charles
Burroughs, wasn't true to her before
he died. He was engaged to two girls
at once."
"'But Amelia doesn't know it," said
Miss Ann, gently, "and It would hurt
her to know."
"Well, wouldn't It be better for, her
to be hurt a little and get waked up
to the fact that It Is Amos who has
really loved her all these years and
who deserves to get her?"
"Well, I don't know," said Miss
Ann.
hate to see Amoa hurt and
I hate to see Amelia hurt Love la
love, and I guess most of us have to
suffer for It."
"There she goes, now," said Mrs.
Lowell, glancing out, of tho window.
"I knew she would. Every Saturday
she's off to the cemetery with
wreath of vpink flowers. Sometimes
It's roses and sometimes It's sweet
peas and sometimes It's verbenas
But It's always pink."
"Poor thing," said Miss Ann.
"That's what hurts Amos so," said
Mrs. Lowell.
"He knows Amelia
hasn't enough to live on and he haa
plenty. And I think he knows, too,
that she would love him if she would
let herself. He said to me not long
ago: 'Aunt Carrie, when I talk to her
about It, she Just cries and says,
"Please don't Poor Charles thought I
had It In me to be constant and 1
want to be faithful to him I want
to be faithful."'"
"There goes Amos now," said Miss
Ann. "Do you know he's got some
pink roses in that paper? I believe
he's on his way to the cemetery." "
"Well, he'll meet Amelia there,"
said Mrs.' Lowell, "and I guess shell
be touched to see that he has remembered Charles".
But Amelia, sitting forlornly at the
foot of her lover's grave, was to meet
some One else before Amos, for a
slender little woman approached and
asked, "Is this the grave of Charles
Burrongh?"
"Yes," said Amelia.
The girl unwound yards of waxed
paper from about a magnificent
wreath. It was evidently made up by
e
roses,
a city florist, of pink
fern
and valley lilies, with maiden-hai- r
veiling the whole.
"Oh," gasped1 Amelia, "how beauti-

Time of Her Life.
The new colored domestic, fresh
from Kentucky, took her first 'Thursday afternoon off" and failed to return to prepare the seven o'clock dinner for the family. Next morning she
reappeared rather "donsie." "Why,
Sibbie," said the lady of the house,
"you look stck. What is the matter?"
"Yes'm, I done been sick, awful ful!"
Dat dollab
"He always loved pink", said the
sick, but It was wutn
you given me, I spent every cent of girl.
Amelia looked up startled. "You
It an' I done had de time of my life.
What I done with it? Well, missus, I knew that?" she asked.
"Yes," said the girl. "When I wore
tell de truf an' no more'n de truf. I
bought ten glasses of soda and went pink bows on my hair he always adto ten of dose movable pictuh shows. mired them. And there was a little
My, my, one cain't have no sich time pink lawn dress that he made me wear
the night he left me."
in Kaintucky." Indianapolis N,ews.
"He died ten years ago," said Amelia "It Is a long time did you know
Will "Nest" Life Boats.
him Just before he died?"
One of the great
The girl nodded. "He lived out
steamship companies has determined west In the same town where 1
to make use of the system of carrying taught. And we were engaged.". She
boats dn deck known as "nesting." did not see Amelia S start of surprise.
Nesting requires a boat of special con- "He came east Just to see his folks,
struction for the standard lifeboat he said, and then he was to come
could not be nested above two, or at hack and we were to be married."
the outside three, deep.
'Then he died," the girlish voice
went on, "and all these years I have
wanted to come and lay a wreath on
Wlrelesa Work Better at Night
his grave. I saved my money so that
waves
Ion
util
electrlo
the
That
And now I am here end
ised In aerial telegraphy over great I might
I
bear It"
and
can't
distances travel better during the
Looking on the other's grief, Ame
hours of darkness than of sunlight,
wondered why ahe' was unmoved.
ind that tha natural electric wavea lia
She wondered, too, at a certain light
occasioned by atmospherlo electric
She felt free free td
as "strays" or ness of heart.
discharges, known
own life, to love as she
her
live
de"X's" to wireless operators, are
would.
spatched more satisfactorily during
She saw Amos
up the hill.
the hours of the night than in the She bent over the coming
sobbing girl. "He
common
of
now
matter
a
daytime is
loved you," she said tensely; "you
v
knowledge.
have that to comfort you."
x
Tests made in London during tho
Then she went swiftly down the
aolar eclipse on April 17 last Indicate hill and met Amos. ,"I don't Just
that the darkness of this eclipse had know what has happened to me," she
the normal effect of facilitating the said. "Take me- - away, Amos,' take
propagation of these waves over great me where nobody can see me cry." ,
distanoes, but that there are portions
He led her to a place screened by
of time during the period of deepest a row of chairs. "What is it, dear
darkness at the receiving station when heart?" he asked, tenderly.
is
notably impeded. ' She told him. "Was he as fickle
propagation
Whether or not this last phenomenon as that?" she demanded.
Is to be taken as a mere accident haa
"Everybody knew it," ' he said, "but
not yet been clearly ascertained.
you."
,
America. ,
"And no one told me. Oh, Amos, 1
feel so sorry for that girl. Somehow
I don't feel sorry for myself.
Per
Revealed Family 8ecret.
I've been just clinging to a
The other day a teacher In a Boston haps
dream. But she knew him and lived
whool, who had Just had a present of close to him and, oh, I hope he loved
fan, her
1 very handsome
best It would be so tragic If If
took It down to the class room for the she Is
mourning a false lover, Amos."
sdlflcatlon of the scholars.
Very few
"And you?" Amos asked.
at them had seen anything other than
"I found out after he came east that
the palm leaf, or cheap Japanese fan, he wasn't all that I had
thought he
afthis
gorgeous
and did not associate
was but I thought he loved me and
cent
paper
fair even with the five
it seemed so pitiful, for him to be uj
things of somewhat similar shape.
here and alone with no one to care
Selecting perhaps the dullest of tha
and so I tried to be true." '
the
held
fan,
teacher
up
the
pupils,
There was a light In Amos' eyes aa
and asked what the lovely thing he bent over her.
"And now that he
was.
has some one else to love him cant
The child did not know.
me Amelia V
"What does your mother use to keep you"1 pity
said Mrs. Lowell, a
her cool In the hot weather?" asked monthdeclare,"
later. "Amos says Amelia la
the teacher.
going to marry him. And when I ask
"Beer," was the reply.
ed him his favorite color, he laughef
and said It was blue."
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Prompt service Is essential In the
Ice business. We pride ourselves on
eur prompt service and on the qual
ity of our Ice. Our prices are reaa- enable and our weights accurate.
DonU buy inferior Ice when you can
get good pure Ice fon the same money.
Order your ice from
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.

'

Phone Main 227

Robert W. Herter, Lawrence villa,
Mo., who had been bothered with kid
ney trouble for two years, says: "I
tried three different kinds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Pills, I
took three bottles of them, and got a
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody." O. O. Sebaefer and
Red, Cross Drug Store.
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Mrs. Newwed I'm not going to take
Ice from you any longer.
The Iceman Why?
Mrs. Newwed Well er er your
Ice doesn't seem to be as cold as It
used to be.
A
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Lost

Bllnks My life Is a failure.
Jinks In what way?
Blinks I spend all my time making
muney to buy food and clothes, and
the food disagrees with me and mj
clothes don't fit.
WHAT

SHE WANTED

asthma and less than a bottle causa complete cure." Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaofar and Red Cross

of
ed

A vast amount of ill health is due
to Impaired digestion. When the stomach falls to perform its functions pro
perly tha whole system becomes de
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Tablets is all you need. They will
strengthen your digestion, invigorate
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
Clerk Perhaps you'd like to look entirely doing away with that miser
at goods a little more expensive than able feeling due to faulty digestion,
Try It Many others have been per
these.
'
manently cured why not you? Fot
Shopper--No- t
necessarily, but 1 sale
by aH dealers.
would like to look at some of better

quaint

"

u
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hand-painte- d

Dr. C. H. Ellsworth . Dentist
18
Baldwin St, Rochester, N. Y Bays Fo
ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate
relief and strengthened him wonder"I have been bothered with
fully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
suffered
much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me immediate relief and
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
pleased to recommend their use." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
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The "Progressive" Party
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak hack, and other kidney, and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, anil, quick to produce beneficial results VContain no harmful
drugs. Never sold in bulk. Put up in
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Freddie Say, maw, paw don't know
everything, does he?
-

How do you know?
Freddie He said the piece of pie
bad for dinner today was enough, and
it wasn't at all.
Maw

1

One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamberlain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each ap-

plication, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.

"Were all medicines as meritorious
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
be much better off and the percentage
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott of Temple, Ind. For
sale by all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES
MM
!, or Mora, Each Delivery .......
jm Ifee. to ZJCC9 lb, Each Datlvery .....

Drug Store.
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Hay fever and asthma make August F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
a month of intense suffering to many
day evenings each month, at Wood
people. Foley's Honey and Tar Comman hall. Vlalting Brothera eor
pound gives prompt ease and relief,
and Is soothing and healing to the in
dially Invited to attend. A. M
flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
thew, N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few
retary.
doses of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound relieved me of a severe attack
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Fred What makes you think thai
Miss Charming is the most populai
girl at the hotel?
Jack She's the only one
the
other girls refer to as a "deslgnlni
creature."
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
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Cash In advance preferred.
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Meet In the forest of brotherlj
The readers of this paper will be
love at Woodmen of the Wor) pleared to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science haa
hall, on the second and fourth
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
been able to cure in all its stages, and
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. Cl
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
925 Second street.
housekeeping.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vii
Is the only positive cure now known
are
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh belng neighbors
w
especially
WIIJL rent my six room furnished
come and cordially invited.
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
stone house by September 1. No
constitutional treatment, Hall's Cat
arrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh J. E.
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directly upon the blood and mucoua
Street.
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every anH surfaces of the system, thereby desTuesday of the month in the veatry troying the foundation of the disease,
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Phone Mali 161
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to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
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Sold by all drugsts, 75a
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dially
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Is now well rid of a severe and annoylicate has been Issued In lieu thereI. O. O.
ing case of kidney trouble. Ills back
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NO.
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F,
of. All bankers, and Individuals
was bothered with head,
1.
Meets every Monday evening at pained and he
take notice. Peter Roth.
aches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
their hft'l on Sixth street All visit Kidney Pills Just as directed and in a
ing .brethren cordially invited to at few days I felt much better. My life
LOST Breast pin, set with coral
tend. J . D. . Fridenstine, N. G.; and strength semeed to come back,
Finder please return to Miss Mav
I sleep well. I am now all over
Frank
Frlea, V. G.; T. M. Elwood and trouble
and glad to recommend FoFavings, 720 Grand avenue, and re
my
Karl
Secretary;
Werts, Treaaurer; ley Kidney Pills." "Try them. O. G.
ceive reward.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truatee.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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LOBBY BEST--

CHAPMAN

"If Amelia Cartwrlght would pay a
little more attention to the love of the
living and less to that of the dead, she
might be happier, and save Amos
from wearing his heart out."
Mrs. Lowell .stabbed her needle
viciously into the sock she was mend-

hot-hous-
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for Boston
Man, After an Experience In
Rhode Island.

EL
FLi:iT, Prep

Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

TO WATER WAGON

No More Convivial Times
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AGDA PURA COHPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
e
701 Douglas Avenue.
'
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Famams-t-Offic-

ANT Ads-Ar-

Best
Market Finder s
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell isJvVORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper! want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY
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E. Barber, the well known contractor of the West aide, is reported to
be seriously 111 at the Becker

KCOSEVELT E1DS FOR

.TEBliOSrS

THIS WEEK

of Preserving

With every dollars worth

Fruit

YOli
you purchase from us, WE WILL SELL

7 lbs. GnnD Czsrjzr fcs 01 XD
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-
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SUFFRA

The initial issue of the Wells Fargo
Measenger, the Wells Fargo Express SAYS HE WANTS THAT STATE
TO LEAD THE PROGRESSIVE
Trjr a aram of Ola Taylor bourbon company's monthly publication, has
been received In this office. The
ac the Opera Bar.
PARADE
Messenger is a wideawake magazine
Wihite Kitchen.
Hot waffles and replete with Interesting articles on ex
Bennington, Vermont, Aug. 29. Apress company activities and contain- ttacks on Senator Penrose of Pennsylmaple syrup every morning.
ing several interesting stories.
vania and John D. Arcttbold of the
Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye,
Standard Oil company wore made hore
gd
PLEASED WITH SANTA FE. .
In the wood. Direct from
today by Colonel Theodore Roosevo't
distillery
H. Rieman Duval, a member of the in
to you. At the Lobby, of courts.
the ' opening speech of bis
board of directors of the Santa Fe Vermont
campaign today. He assailed
White Kitchen. Hot waffles and railroad, and one of the best known Mr. Archbold and Senator Penrose
railroad magnates in the country, for their
maple Byrup every morning.'
testimony before the senate
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
contribution Investlgalag
campaign
afternoon on delayed train No. 10 en committee.
I will open Cottage
Boarding route from Los
Angeles to his home
House Saturday, August 31. 1912.
"We have been sayln? for some
Breakfast from 7 to 8 o'clock. Mm. in New York City. Mr. Duval nas time," said Colonel Roosevelt "that 1
been on a tour over the entire Santa
J. L. Chapman, 720 Main avenue.
was opposed by an alliance between
Fe system, inspecting the various debig interests and now John D. Arch-bolAnastacio Florea was arrested tnis partments of the road, especially
of the Standard Oil company and
those dealing with transportation famorning on the charge of disturbing
Penrose jump up to say it is
Senator
the peace,' and sentenced to 15 days cilities. Mr. Duval was well pleased true,"
with conditions.
In the city cooler. Charges
Colonel RooBevelt read from the
against
"After the trip over the road, I am
Florez were filed by Mrs. Amelia Ran.
more convinced than ever that the testimony of Mr, Archbold and Senator
som, who told the court that Florez
Penrose before the senate committee:
had broken several windows and a Santa Fe Is a marvelous organiza
"As soon as these men had testl
door In her house on Railroad avenue tion, declared Mr. Duval. "Tbe road fled," he said, "they let Mr. Archbold
What Florez's reasons for cutting up Is splendidly equipped; we have spent go off to Europe and they scattered
considerable money on Improvements
wer Is not known.to the four winds and refused to let
during the last few years. But the me
testify. I am as well satisfied by
For the purpose of making plans for most striking feature of the Santa the unconscious testimony for me of
is not the equipment or the road
Fe
the membership and advertising fund
Messrs. Archbold and Penrose. Their
bed, but the esprit de corps apparent
campaign for the Las Vegas Commer
testimony,
stripped of its verbiage,
the
among
employes. The team work
cial club, the committee recently ap
not
some of the testi
unlike
reads
on the Santa Fe is wonderful. I usea
pointed will meet tonight in the club to
that appears in some case pomony
think
that
the Pennsylvania was
rooms. The committee expects to
ne plus ultra; that a flagman on the lice protection to the underworlds in
complete all arrangements for this
our great cities.
was superior to the
campaign at tonight's gathering and Pennsylvania
"Mr. Archbold and Senator Penrose
will commence
work lmmedaltely. conductors of any other road. But J testified that Mr. Bliss attempted to
have
changed my opinion regarains
The members of the committee are aB
blackmail the Standard OH company.
follows: E. G. Murphey, chairman: this and now say that a flagman on Mr. Archbold did not complain be-the
Santa
is
a better railroader
Fe
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, Colonel M.
than a conductor on most other rail cause he was blackmailed. What he
M. Padgett, Clarence
Iden, W. B.
complained of was that he did not get
roads."
'y
Gortner, Ike Davis, H. C. Ilfeld, Wil
the goods. Penrose testified that he
Mr.
Duval
warm
a
to
tribute
paid
liam J. Mills, Margarito Romero, jet- to blackmail the Standard Oil
tried
E.
Payson Ripley, president of the
ferson Raynolds and Cecilio Rosen- company
by saying that if it did not
Santa
Fe,
Mr.
that
declaring
Ripley
wald.
had accomplished wonders since he contribute it might incur hostility in
cerain quarters. As the1 senator has
That Private Procopio Valerlo of took hold of the road.
admitted
what he has done, he should
"When one stops to consider what
Company H, New Mexico National
be thrown from the United States sen
the
was
Santa
a
Fe
few
years ago ate.
Guard, is a better marksman when
The man writes his own condem
it comes to hitting a live object than and what it is today,'' said Mr. Duval, nation down himself."
"the
contrast
more
all
the
re
appears
a target was proved yesterday when
The colonel said that today he met
the young soldier succeeded In shoot- - markable. True, we have spent mon James R. Garfield, who was
a member
on
of
lots
it
ey
Improving the road.
ting through the leg a mare belong
of his cabinet, and who had told him
But
the
been
has
money
judiciously
ing to Pedro Gallegos. The animal
that at the time the Standard Oil
was so badly injured that Captain spent, thanks to Mr. Ripley, and the
company contribution was supposed
are
results
apparent."
George E. Morrison ordered Private
10
nave oeen made, the gov
Lujan to kill it. Just why the captain
ernment had been investigating
A
BUM
DOCTOR
did not allow Valerlo to finish the
Seattle, Wash., Aug. ' 29. Louis the oil company for 18 months. The
Job he had begun so well Is not
the New! York sculptor, died suit was brought, he said, and the rePotter,
known. Doubtless vmiHtay affairs
sult of it was to show that, whether
and red tape of which the public has here today while undergoing treat or not
the oil jMrporation.-.dId.contr- l
- a
by-a
ment
for-Ea.&
Mne39physIcIanlit tIeTvnowle3ge
something to do
had no Influence with his adhue,
it
with the captain's order. The theory minor skin disease1 of long standing.
The former president
ministration.
Mr.
came
Potter
nere
ten days ago
is advanced that as Valerlo had al
to republicans to come to the
appealed
on
a
tour;
of
the
west.
The
exact
In
succeeded
mare
ready
hitting the
of the progressive party.
he might be obliged to waste a lot of cause of his death has not been de- support
The procession is going along,"
coroner
termined.
Is
The
in
ammunition
conducting said
good
hitting it again
he. "I want Vermont to lead it
hours. an investigation.
during the same twenty-Tou- r
and not to follow Along."
Colonel
his
Potter,
The "moider" occurred during target
wife,
accompanied by
of
Roosevelt
the
predicted
passing
practice, and was the 'only fatality arrived here August 19 and register- the
to
and
referred
republican
party
ed
at
"an
Dr.
as
obscure
on
H
hotel
Ferry, President Taft as
during the camp of Company
re
of
"the
the
last
the rifle range north of the city. Gal- Perry being the name of his stepactionaries."
legos has put In a claim for the ptrtce father. The investigation by the corThe republican machine left the
oner disclosed that Potter had ''been
of the mare.
without food Bince Friday when he republican party at Chicago last June.
submitted to a painful operation at The republican machines care more
for heating me than for electing m
the hands of the Chinese physician.
on their own ticket. They never dH
We Do
The abdomen was scratched with a
care for Mr. Taft except as a means
pair of scissors and an oriental plas- of
beating me." v
ter applied to the lacerated . surface.
What
the republican leaders hoped
Coroner J. C. Snyder believes that
asserted, wai to
blood poison developed and was the for, the
elect a democrat.
See Van Petten tor Insurance.
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WE' HAVE TODAY
Blue Plums 10 lbs. for 25c or 50 lbs. for

.$1.00
1.00

lbs. for 25c or 40 lbs. for
Extra Fancy Preserving Pears 25 lbs.
Good Cooking Apples 10 lbs. for
Native Peaches

8

..

'

Mission Grapes 71b. Basket for

v

.

1.00

.

.25

..

. i .

Ike Davis
THE

s

GROCER

CASH

Phone Main 193 or Main 191

Sode

in

Of

Those Frosted Brazil Nut Creams
ALSO

,3

Many Other Fancy Candies

STEARNS
Fttire ThlngeTo Eat
fff

J

Am

vve

have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN BOORS, WINDOW SHEENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAS WEB AS LUkJnZR- GO.

Laundered

A'L An a. .17.00

and returned to your home in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.

AHITC I NUT
PIIC
11 ill I
H
B

uuuriiiiiL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience of bringing back
the original beauty. And Our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.
.

,

EVERYBODY

READS THE

OS

VEGAS OPTIC

,

w

For The Rest

of

The Week

" " WE
OFFER

Las Vcas Steam

'

.;'

Laundry

.

Old papers tor saw.

Optic otnoo

Bed,

as the standard of

We will gladly show you.

OIEiER
PULLMAN

REVOLVING SEAT BED

DAVENPORT
As handsome as the finest Davenport
As comfortable as the best bed

"NE

simple movement
converts this handsome
Davenport into a full sized luxurious bed, equipped with
heavy felt mattress and resilient springs, ready for a comfortable
night s rest. Wilt be an ornament to any parlor, and positively
shows no outward signs of serving a double purpose.
Thousands of Pullman Revolving Seat Bed Davenports
have been sold and all are giving satisfaction. After you have
one you'll wonder how you ever done without it
All styles of upholstery and all the standard and
popular
finishes.

J

PRICES WITHIN REACH OF EVERY POCKET BOOK.

Come In and See it Demonstrated.
Let us show you what a handsome and useful piece of furniture
it is.

iK 17,V

J.

X

Johnscn
& Son

G.

LOCAL AGENTS

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Bnest Quality Fruits and
Setables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

eOrCn T
I

'
--

'.

"

'z

l

-

-

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

Noted For
QUALITYPURITY-CLEANLINE- SS

BAKERY GOODS
l.

Vi

ASM

ta!

VOliioCEB

FOB "FOBT" BRAND

Tbe Best in The Ciiy

Grocd, Cells,

617 Dough

Are

RATES

FOLLY

1,053

BQUIFFED AT .YCDS

OH

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. of
.614

DonghBDts,

Lincoln avenue.

White Native Qrapes

55 cents per Basket
p

A Rill line of Ribbons

Chiffons in flow-- .
er colors.

"

Kes.cn

Cliinamoo HoIls
GVERUAND MODEL
Telephone
show you.

TOE GRAAF & IIAY17MD COMPANY

to et

for Young Men.

STYLE

'

i

I

Fried

Concord Grapes

Tie Heme' of lie' lest cf Everjticg

make recognized

ervation.
SPECIAL

.25

50 cents per Basket
GO cents per Basket

.,-,,.

MARKERS FOR INDIAN TRAIL.
Colorado Borings. Colo.. Aug. 29.
The old Ute Pass Indian trail,
was founded by the first white visitors to the Pike's Peak region, is to
be commemorated with marble mark
ers, which were put in place today
with ceremonies aoDronriate to the oo
casion. The placing of the markers
was a feature In connection with he
Colorado Springs carnival
and was
witnessed by an . Immense crowd.
Among the participants in the cere
monies was a band of . several score
of Ute Indians from the Ignacio res'

flee

Peaches for Canning $1.00 per Box
Plums for Canning

"L. SYSTEM"

'

Phone Min81

Fancy Table Pears 4 lbs. for

cause of death, although this has not
been definitely determined. An autopsy probably will be held later to
day after which the body will be sent
to Ney York for buiiad.

sea-

D

Mt's Right'

Ladles Lingerie

Notwithstanding the dull

son just passed, we have more than kept up our Ilih
Standard of purchases for the coming Season's business.
In our clothing department we have added THE CELEBHAT-E-

--

"

Old Town

Phone Main 150

rapidly nearic completion.

d

.50

our stock of Merchandise for Fall is

The arrival of

'

1
507 Sixth

Slrtel

PERRY ONION & SON
-

SEEDSMEN

&
i

'The Store of Satisfaction"

Fboae Vrga, 121

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

FLORISTSt

'v.

J'

,
.

:l

or call and we will have our demonstrator
..

j

Las

Vra :fc!cc!.!!3 S'locfcte

Phjne Main 344.

Cr,

,:

53 T

fa:

Whalen,

&

Co.;

Fowler Props

